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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The Mockingbird is an annual publication of East Tennessee State University.
Works that represent the best of student entries are selected by off-campus
professionals in the fields of competition. Mockingbird '86, the twelfth issue,
coincides with the 75th Anniversary of the University; thus, it reflects not
only the year's work but a retrospective of its predecessors.

EDITORIAL STATEMENT
Since 1986 is a hallmark year in the history of East ennessee State University
- its 75th Anniversary - it is only fitting that this issue be dedicated
to all that came before. Thus, Mockingbird '86 is a tribute to all alumni
of the University, administrators, professors, support staff and, especially,
to all editors, sponsors and participants of the Mockingbird in its twelve
years of publication.
I would like to extend a very special thank you to the following: the 75th
Anniversary Committee for an increase in funding which made this issue
possible; to Dr. Thomas Lane, faculty advisor, whose consistent open-door
policy never failed to give him a migraine and me, hope; to the staff who
surrendered a great deal of their free time, performing sometimes menial
tasks; and to each person who entered the competition for the quality
of their submissions and the value of their creativity.
Joyce Duncan, Editor

JUDGES
Essay/Criticism: Mr. Bill Kovach is the Washington Bureau Chief for the
New York Times. He is a graduate of ETSUand began his distinguished
journalistic career with the Johnson City Press Chronicle in 1959. He is
the recipient of a number of awards and fellowships and the author of
The Battle of Nashville.
Graphics: Mr. Don Wilder is the creator of the nationally syndicated CROCK
comic strip which runs in over three hundred newspapers. He was graduated
from ETSUand has worked as Art Director for such diversified organizations
as RCA, GE and the CIA.
Short Story: Miss Jo Carson is a published author of plays, short stories
and commentaries. She is the creator of "People Pieces," a one-woman
show, which she has performed nationwide. She is a graduate of ETSU
and combines the best of literature and theatre.
Poetry: Ms. Rita Quillen is a practicing poet whose work has been
anthologized and included in high school textbooks. She is a graduate
of ETSUand a former editor of the Mockingbird.
Drawing: Mr. Richard Martin is the editor of New York City's Arts Magazine
and Executive Director of the Shirley Goodman Resource Center of the
Fashion Institute. He is a professor of the history of civilization and art
at the Institute and adjunct professor at NYU. He was graduated from
Columbia University.
Photography: Ms. Christine Crescenzi is a practicing photographer and has
taught at the Tuscon Museum of Art School in Arizona. Her work has
been exhibited in Arizona, New York, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts. She
is a graduate of Yale University where she studied under Tod Papageorge.
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SHORT STORY,
"Make It Shine"
Donna Barnes

Church people, they aren't the same since Joey. My
Joey, why did it have to be you? She shuddered and
pondered the dirty floor. What is taking Roy so long?
We should have been home long ago. I have so much
to do at the house. What if someone dropped in on
us today! I couldn't let them in, I haven't vacuumed
or dusted... windows all need to be washed...

"Her name's Betty Jo Curtis, but everybody calls her
Wash and Wax."
" Oh, why is that?"
" It's obvious, just watch."
Two women in a shopping center whisper and cast
rapid, sly glances at a woman walking parallel to them.
She is unremarkable in appearance except for a rather
matronly outdated style of dress. She walks with head
held high and winces as several loud children scream
by. Her mouth, set in a thin line, accompanies half closed
accusing eyes. She looks like a woman who has taken
pride in her appearance but has suffered greatly in recent
years and is aged with bitterness.

Some minutes later, Roy and Betty were on the way
home. They passed many places where stark memories
lept out at Betty. She imagined herself to be a tiny creature
forced to run past looming horrifying predators with long
gnashing fangs and foul breath. The first obstacle was
already past the shopping center home of the soap
opera queens and the double coupon ladies-in-waiting.
Coming up would be the local motel for "honeymooners"
(weekend moaners was more like it). " That place should
be burned down," she declared to Roy.

She fishes in her purse for a kleenex and dusts the
bench beside her. With several more kleenex she makes
a cover for the bench. Two inches from the edge of
the seat she lays an array of the squares in precision,
careful not to overlap edges or wrinkle them. Then, as
she starts to sit, she quickly raises and checks her
arrangement once more before sitting gingerly on the
bench. She picks imaginary lint from her sleeve and folds
her gloved hands in her lap.

"Why? It's a necessary evil with all those nosy small
town types. Gives them a chance to have something
to repent for on Sunday." Roy smiled knowingly.
" It is a sleazy rat-infested eyesore and I don't think
evil is ever necessary," Betty snapped.

"She's a little strange, right?"
"Yeah. You wouldn't believe me if I told you all the
stuff I know about her. I'd almost say she has a right
to be weird."

Roy chuckled at this and Betty watched him in profile.
Betty looked away before Roy could catch her glance.
She was afraid he would see and know her secret. The
truth is, she had never wanted to be with Roy but he
had been very persistent in courting her. When she saw
that he could set her up in the style of living she wanted
she married him. She soon resented his unceasing
devotion to her. His embarassing attempts to make theirs
a " real marriage" served only to anger her and frustrate
her guilt at this one-sided relationship. So she had asked
God to give her a child in exchange for being a good
wife, a good Christian and a proper homemaker.

Betty knew she was being gossiped about. She read
the look on their faces. She understood the tone. The
good thing to do would be to say hello. After all, I
know them from church. I feel sorry for these people
with nothing else to do but waste time in stores
gossiping. ff my problems entertain them so much why
should/ begrudge them their little thrill? She decided
to pretend she didn't see them.
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On the way to the restroom she had passed the nursery
where a small child was crying. When she stuck her head
in the doorway, she noticed that the child was alone
in her crib in the room.

Roy tried to tell her she didn't need to clean so much.
He couldn't understand why she had to mop and spray
disinfectant before she cooked. Aside from the fact that
it was never her specialty, cooking disrupted the neatly
arranged pots, labeled containers, gleaming appliances
and decorator touches in her kitchen. It also caused her
to do twice as much cleaning and straightening later.
The worst disaster of all was letting Roy cook dinner.
He claimed he couldn't eat with all that smell of pine
oil all around, but what he was really smelling, Betty knew,
was the sadness that still hung in the air in her house.

"Won't anybody get this poor little baby?" She softly
smiled at the child, "I'll take good care of you." Looking
around the room she saw a rocking chair and settled
herself and the baby into a steady rhythm in the chair.
The baby stopped crying almost immediately and drifted
into a sweet slumber. The slow motion of the rocker
and warrn baby smells coaxed Betty into a half-awake,
half-asleep state. She was not too far away, however, to
hear a woman's high heels run clack-clack down the
tiled hall. In hushed tones the woman exclaimed "She's
in the nursery and she has your baby! Hurry, there's no
telling what she's up to." At this point Betty carefully
laid the sleeping child in her crib, kissed the little fingers
and tip toed out of the nursery through the back door.
Peering through the church door's window, Betty could
see that woman talking to the new neighbor. Yes, she's

Yes, he loved Joey. More than he loved me and
that's fine because we were never really "in love"
anyway. The cleaning is all his fa ult since the infection.
I can 't believe he still has the nerve to throw up to
me about marital responsibilities. It's such a mess
afterwards. What's the point when the doctor says I
can't have another baby?
Roy couldn't appreciate how good the clean house
felt to her. Only late at night after her bath as she slipped
between her crisp clean cotton sheets could she have
peace. Perhaps someday she would see Joey again in
that cleanest and whitest of all places.
The next haunted image reared its ugly double heads
as they passed the church. "Roy, I need to stop here
please. I left something. I'll be just a minute." she said.
She waited patiently as he parked the car and walked
around to her side to open the door.
He watched his wife walk with her short quick mincing
steps and he sighed long to himself. This was not the
first time she had mysteriously asked to stop at the
church. "Something must have happened the last time
we were here," he mused and began to read his
newspaper.

the one. She watches Roy like a vulture hovering over
its dinner

Ernestine smiled, patting her blond curls and licking
her lips. She grabbed the newcomer saying, "Come on,
let's see how they're doing." Roy was conversing with
other people who had just left choir practice. He glanced
up at the door to Betty and gave her a shrugged smile
as if to say, "Sorry, I'm just such a great guy nobody
can get enough of me." Betty saw the two women
advancing on him, sneaking up from behind, as had
happened to her so many times. She remembered even
last Sunday...
"Oh, Betty, sweetheart are you feeling any better?"
Ernestine had asked in her best imitation of a
compassionate friend.
"We're doing good and how about you?" Roy had
interceded. "How do you like our little town, Mrs.
Yoakley?" he asked turning to the newcomer.

Standing outside the church, Ernestine Laws
whispered behind her to the newcomer in town.
"Cleanliness is very important to Betty Jo. But that's not
all, she's married to Roy over there who's about the
sweetest man I've ever known. You ought to see him,
the poor man. I told him to come over and see me
just any ole time he couldn't take it any more."
Betty saw two women standing outside the church
so she hurried past them looking at the ground. Her
pulse quickened as she remembered the last time she'd
sworn not to return to that place.
In recent years she had volunteered to help in the
nursery but for some reason there had always been
enough help to do the job without her. A few weeks
ago at one of the socials her Sunday School class held,
she'd been asked to help with the clean up. When the
dirty dishes arrived, she delved into her work fiercely,
not stopping until the last plate was clean. After she had
finished and had neatly folded the dishcloths, she rolled
down her sleeves, and in turning, realized she was left
alone.in the kitchen.
They're probably trading stories about each other
in the bathroom I guess I'll go listen to the ones about
me.

"Oh, Roy, of course she loves it." Ernestine had replied
for the woman. "I was just saying to Betty here, we sure
have missed her, haven't we, Roy?" Ernestine turned to
Betty with a sparkle in her eye and lowered her voice
slightly."I hope you're all better now, honey," she said.
Behmd Ernestine, Roy had stared at Betty and then
he looked away with his hands pushed down in the
pockets.
Betty had smiled at Ernestine's little game and
imagined the two of them "missing" her during those
months she'd been away.
Shaking herself as if waking from a nap, Betty suddenly
turned and strode into the darkened hallway of the church.
After a few moments of searching, she found her Bible
on a table in the sanctuary. She ran over to pick it up,
ut in reaching for it saw dark stains on her hand. In
the_bathroom, she washed her hands once, twice and
again
gam. Finally, she again reached for the wayward Bible,
ut was unable to touch it, as if a great force were being
applied to push her hand away...
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Terrified, she fled the silent, oppressive space and raced
down the corridor toward the door. She exploded through
the door, smacking Ernestine flat on the ground
Ernestine sat in her lacy ultrafeminine outfit in an mch
of mud - her high heels sunk out of sight in the ground.
Betty, her eyes wide, clamped her hand over her mouth
to stifle a snorted guffaw. She apologized sincerely and
profusely but refrained from helping Ernestine up saying
"I'm so sorry! Honey! Really I AM! But I have to run now.
Roy's in a hurry." Then, coughing and smothering her
amusement, she went home.

"Aw, Betty, let me help you feel better."
"Sober up and quit telling me my business. Stop glaring
at me. I can see what you think - you and that woman
and all the rest."
"You are unbelievable! Nobody blames you for
anything. They are just decent people trying to help.
Concerned people. Christian women just like you are,
trying to be nice and talk to you. I've told you over and
over to forget everything. Just let it go. I think you enjoy
being so mysterious and I also think you are jealous
of the few women in town who want to be around other
people."

Betty watched the house as they pulled into the
driveway. The bricks were an ordinary brown color but
to Betty they seemed blackened and dirty as if a thick
cloud of smoke or a great shadow has descended upon
the home. She hated coming home to the empty house
perhaps that was why she often didn't want to leave
it.

"I saw you today. I understand you better than you
think," Betty said, as she bumped him whirling around
to the dish cabinet. / understand a lot except how they
can point a finger at me and judge me so harshly
after the way I work to keep this house nice for my
family. My baby, why did you have to take him, God?
She longed for the time when, after her bath, she could
sink into the cool bed and allow herself to remember
how it had once been in the house. She closed her eyes
knowing her hard work was recognized by God in heaven
who had her little son with him. "I know it's best not
to question your will but how could you have needed
him more than I?" She floated to sleep while praying.

"This house smells bad." she stated. "Don't you smell
it? It's like there's something..." Dead. Isn't that what
you were going to say? Something dead in here? At
one look she knew Roy had had the same thought. His
face flushed and he stammered.
"No, no, you don't smell anything in here. It's just the
fertilizer on the lawn outside. I think I'm going to make
supper."

The dream came again for Betty Jo Curtis:
A pretty woman with bright sparkling eyes and dark
curly hair is expecting her first child. Much work must
be done in the small time remaining. In cleaning the
spare room to create nursery space, she happens upon
a large cache of pornographic materials of all kinds. There
are books, magazines, movies and strange devices. As
she straightens the material into orderly stacks, she
discovers a prescription bottle under the pile. The bottle,
bearing the name ROY CURTIS, changes and grows in
her hands. Strange white pills in the bottle move and
crawl. There are perhaps a thousand maggots writhing
in this metamorphisizing bottle. She drops the bottle in
horror and the bottle bursts, sending swarms of flies
buzzing in her hair, nightgown, attempting to enter her
mouth and nose .. A baby cries and the sound intensifies
as the light in the room recedes...the cry is cut off abruptly
and Betty looks wildly from side to side unable to
remember why she was in that room. She resumes her
cleaning and shuts the door. That door is shut forever.
"Betty, honey, wake up, please! lt's Roy. You're safe,
I'm here." Roy peers at her through his soft brown eyes
and bushy face.

"Roy, I'll do it. You always ruin everything in the kitchen.
I'll start on it right after I wash the dishes and mop."
"Oh, no. Here we go again."
"Don't start on me now. I have so much to do and
the day is nearly over. I barely had time to finish ironing
your shirts and handkerchiefs and put them away before
we left for town."
Betty began her routine of cleaning ...
She stood at the sink slowly rinsing the dishes. It was
very quiet in the house. The only sound to be heard
was the drip of water from the faucet and the rumbling
metallic boom of the pots in the sink beneath her hands.
She wasn't aware exactly how long she had been standing
there with her hands in this dishwater, but she must have
been daydreaming again because the water was ice cold
and she was only on her first dish.
"I really don't mind doing this," she said aloud to the
empty room. "In fact, doing dishes is very relaxing," she
pretended to be explaining to her husband's picture on
the wall. The quiet was broken by the thudding of her
husband's footsteps as he entered the kitchen. She stifled
a wave of nausea as he stood beside her at the sink,
sipping his beer. He gently massaged her neck with his
free hand, murmuring, "Come on, bedtime."
She shuddered uncontrollably and shot a sideways
glance at him. "Roy, don't do that. I'm not in the mood
to be rubbed on with this work staring me in the face.
I mav not go to bed tonight."

"ls he alright?" Betty asks and then, reading the clouded
fear in her husband's eyes, remembers. She says "I'm
OK, another dream."
"Are you sure you don't want to sleep with me?"
"Roy, for the fourth time tonight, NO! I'm, not in the
mood for your marital responsibilities. I may never be
in the mood."
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so simply, in black and white. They change so rapidly,
either loving or hating what they come in contact with

Shaking his head slowly he said " I'm sorry I didn't
mean to upset you. This house, this place, scares me.
Let's get out? OK? We could sell and leave all this behind
us. We can get over this and be like we were before

Thinking back to the day she and Roy had brought
the baby home gave her a quick warm feeling. He seemed
so proud, strutting around as " Big Daddy" everywhere
in town. " Got me a boy!" He exclaimed to them all as
he beamed and shook their hands. She almost cried
remembering how surprised she had been at this sudden
change of heart. At that time, the space between them
had been so small. A relationship of convenience and
bored acceptance had changed into a passionate giddy
romance. Everything was good. Too good. It's like that
sixth sense women are supposed to have more of than
men. Her special sense told her it's just not right it
can't last. That was when they were still sleeping together

Joey."
Betty's eyes filled with tears and she found the lump
in her throat was too big to risk any reply. He said, " Sleep
now. I'll get your pills." Roy sat on the floor by her bed
and smoothed her hair away from her brow onto the
pillow. He stroked her hair gently until her breathing was
slow and deep.
Roy studied his wife's face and noted her gaunt cheeks
and dull pallor. It was as if her life were being drained
away slowly. She was ageing very rapidly. Roy fell asleep,
half on the floor and half on the bed beside Betty.
In the next few days Betty enjoyed her housework as
never before. Her sole ambition now was to make the
house shine. She worked tirelessly on her regimen,
pausing occasionally for a daydream or two. Time
escaped her often in these repetitive tasks. For her worry
that something might be left undone, she often repeated
the chore, just to be sure. Roy was coming home later
now. He was quiet when he came in and sometimes
watched her without speaking . He caught her
daydreaming. He called it to her attention during one
of her voracious cleaning sprees at two in the morning.

Betty was sitting up waiting on Roy late one night.
The baby was finally asleep after an especially active day.
Toys were strewn around the floor and Betty began to
gather them in her arms so Roy would not stumble on
one of them.
He walked in through the back door and proceeded
straight to the bathroom without speaking to her She
knocked on the door asking " Roy are you sick?" Sounds
she heard from the room told her the answer He turned
on the shower before emerging from the bathroom.
Refusing to meet her eyes, he covered his face and
announced, " I have an infection. You probably have it
too now. You have to see the doctor to be sure. Venereal
disease is something you have to be sure about, you
know?"

She had begun to mop the kitchen one last time before
going to bed and had been jolted out of her reverie by
her husband sobbing in the doorway. His wet sniffling
was muffled by his arm and his face was turned away
from her.

Betty dropped the toys and moaned. Moving as if in
slow motion, she raised her hands to her face and held
them there, staring into her open palms. She began to
tear at her clothes, inspecting them as she pulled them
off.

" Please stop this, the floor is perfect, I don't want to
go to bed alone again. I need you," he said quietly.
"I'm coming to bed in just a minute really don't
be upset this floor was really horrible go ahead I'm
almost finished."
"Come on, now." he said firmly.
" I am. Now get out!"
"I know why you're doing this; it won't help. Nothing
can replace him."

" You can hate me. What can I say? There's no reason
for it. There were a couple of business lunches and office
parties, meeting people at conventions. Being friendly
and sociable just got out of hand for awhile. I promise
it's over and I hope you can forgive me someday."
Betty glared at him and the comers of her mouth turned
up into a mocking grimace. She left him standing, looking
dejectedly at his feet, and stripped her remaining clothes
into the washing machine.

"This house is vile and nasty why must I have a
reason to make an attempt to clean it? You don't care
how hard I have to work. You never help me. I can never
finish and all you do is criticize. I'm not the perfect
housewife, am I? I'm not the perfect wife and mother
I'd like to be either. I'm not replacing anybody except
maybe you and I'd like that right nowf'
Roy had long since returned to the bedroom and had
locked the door.
She sat on the kitchen floor to admire her work.
Hugging her knees tightly close to her chest, she inhaled
the disinfectant still wet on the linoleum and closed her
eyes.

Enough of this rehashing stale emotional leftovers
I'm putting you to bed. She looked into the mirror. A
clear picture of herself in the shining glass showed her
face scrubbed bare, dark hair pinned back severely.
Small little lines around her mouth and eyes were
beginning to set a hardened edge on her face. Shadowy,
grayish areas under her eyes described her insomnia
and constant fatigue. In her eyes, a black dull pain
penetrated the image in the glass and she acknowledged,
" Well, I hope you're satisfied." She reached for a dust
cloth and gave the mirror a short pass with the cloth
but the mirror was already clean.

This feels good. I deseroe to feel good after all I've
been through Although the work exhausted her, she
realized it was important to work and keep her mind
off other things. Roy for one. Why did men see things
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The next morning Roy was gone. He took his good
clothes and his suitcase and loaded up the car and left
without a word while she was asleep. She wouldn't have
noticed except his bed was made and his clothes weren't
on the floor as usual. Well, she'd expected that.
On entering the kitchen to drink the first cup of coffee
and sit down with the newspaper, she noticed a layer
of dust had settled on the mirror. Even the house is
turning against me! It seems to be getting dirtier faster
than I can clean it Clean it again anyway, Betty. Wh o
else is going to? Certainly not Roy. The coward didn 't
even leave a note. Wait what is that? Two words were
written in the dust of the mirror· CLEAN ME
Oh, I suppose that's my note, the sarcastic j erk
As she wiped the mirror, she realized the words were
not written in her husband's handwriting. That mirror
should have been clean already. Looking around the
room no other thing appeared to have changed since
last night's cleaning. Dismissing it with a puff of breath,
a shrug, and raised eyebrows, she went on with her day.
Why should today be any different from any other?
Now maybe with him out of the way, I can really
do something with this place.

She was only dreamily aware of a chill lying on her
or over her somewhere. Opening her eyes she faced
Roy standing in the doorway of the nursery, his face
sagged ashen and limp, his mouth drawn in a grimace
of shock and disbelief He mumbled something
indiscemable. He seemed only able to stand there looking
at what she held in her arms .. .it was Joey. He had stopped
breathing as she held him in the night and now he was
like a little rubber baby doll, hard and still in her arms.
When the people came to get Joey she wasn't about
to give him up. Whatever made them think she would
hand over her baby! Roy must have told them to come.
They had to take her too just to keep him covered
so he wouldn't get cold.
" Betty!" she screamed as the sound echoed in the
large living room. " Do something." The cracker crumbs
littered the floor underneath her, leaving a trail to the
kitchen. She could imagine roaches their long antennae
waving, marching toward the crumbs as if strutting in
the Christmas parade. The leader of the parade, the grand
marshal of cockroaches, some two or three inches tong,
directed them all marching in step to some personal
patriotic tune ...
" STOP!" again she shouted to the empty room.
Betty ran through the hallway to fetch the vacuum
and realized she was very dizzy. She vacuumed over and
over and stopped on the third round of the room. The
room swam in her head.

She lit into the closets throwing her husband's clothes
into the hallway. Her eyes shone brightly with each toss
and her spirits were elevated to such a pitch she felt
she could scream with delight. Late into the afternoon,
she worked without stopping to eat, only sipping her
unsweetened iced tea. Finally as dusk was spraying
golden shadows through the stylish narrow blinds, she
collapsed. Finished at last!
This is going to be good. I have my own home,
no intetTuptions no demands on my tim e. I can change
this house to su it me now. There 's no need for anything
to be out of its place, ever This will reduce the time
I have to spend over and over straightening things.
Why keep all of this stuff for him ? He left. us behind.
Why not get rid of it Bum it I could even paint those
dirty looking bricks out front White!

I must be coming down with something. This carpet
looks really great like new again, but the nap is all
crisscrossed /'II have to go over it again and smooth
it out Well, look at that I must have been daydreaming
again. That looks like a letter an M! and over th ere
another M! HA With that little circle in the carpet from
the wh eels of the vacuum it spells M-0-M.
Betty wiped across the carpet once more to erase the
word. It was dark now, soon she would have to wrap
it all up and take something to help her sleep. Sleeping
seemed unnecessary and not worth the kind of dreams
she usually encountered.
The phone startled her and shattered the reflection
of that moment.

Chewing on a barely existent thumbnail, she wandered
into the kitchen. Hunger pains nagged her to eat
something. She gagged as she opened the refrigerator.
Was it broken? The smell was grotesque and rotten. The
meat must have gone bad ...and the milk... and the eggs
and ...What's that? Has it been this long since I bought
groceries and cleaned the refrigerator? (Having to do
one soon after the other made the activities inseparable.)
After discarding most of its contents, she sprayed the
refrigerator well with her cleaner and nibbled on a few
saltines with another glass of tea, probably her fifth that
day. On a good day she could completely scrub the
house, do laundry, move furniture, rearrange her many
curio cabinets, etc. All this could be accomplished on
less than a gallon of unsweetened tea and a couple of
aspirin. Her appetite just wasn't what it used to be. That
morning after holding Joey in the rocker all night she
knew there would be no good things in her life.

" Betty, how are you?" It was Roy.
" I'm fine. I was busy working."
" Good. Say, have you gone through any of my things?
I need to pick them up if you have."
" Sure, they are all in boxes in the basement. I didn't
think you wanted anything you left here."
" Listen, I'm sorry about the argument and leaving like
that."
" That's OK, you did me a big favor "
''I'm afraid you won't think so after what I have to
say."
(pause) " What?"
" You know we talked about it. I'm going to sell the
house."
" This is my house now."
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"You'll get your share of the sale and I'll pay your
living expenses wherever you want to live. Unless you'd
consider coming with me."
"I don't think this is a bit funny."
"Betty, I'm sorry. That's all."
"I can't believe you would do this! Abandon me and
the house and then tum around and hand us over to
someone else. How can you?"
" I don't have a choice. That house has always
smothered me. Now it's even worse. Please come with
me. I don't want to leave you."
"You are crazy! I can't leave the house. Joey is so
dose. I can feel him. He needs me now just like the
house needs me. Don't you see? I would miss my baby.. .1
would miss my house..."
"Stop it, Betty. That house is not your baby. You're
scaring me. Do you want me to come over? The realtors
want to see the house tomorrow, I don't think you should
be alone."
"Oh, I'm not," Betty whispered.
"Alright, I'm coming over. That's enough of that kind
of talk."
"It's OK. Forget it. I'm just kidding around."
"You're OK? Well, we're coming over tomorrow. Don't
worry about the deaning, I'm sure everything looks good."
"Yes, everything will sparkle in here. You'll be satisfied
and everything will work out just the way you want."
"Good. I'll be seeing you tomorrow."
"Roy?"
"Yeah, honey."
"I'll miss you."
"Thank you, that's real nice of you to say. I'll miss
you tonight, too! Bye, Bye, now!"
"Bye, Roy," Betty said softly, dropped the receiver on
the floor and went to bathe.
She soaked herself in the hot water for a long time.
Slow eddies gradually smoothed in the water until the
surface appeared to be hard and glassy. Leaning in the
tub against the cold porcelain felt very reassuring to Betty.
Cold tiles are always there, they support you and cool
your skin. They never change. So few things are that
simple. Water is simple like that; it's pure and basic,
concrete and magical, you have to have it to dean. Water
even has its own smell. Water makes everything soft and
shining. She cried sitting in the bath.
The warm water cooled. Crying had begun to cause
her eyes to bum and itch. She felt sleepy... ln the space
of what seemed an instant, she realized she had been
asleep and had slid down chin-level in the bathwater.

toward it. The washing machine in the basement started
itself suddenly and began spinning loudly, squeaking
Bet
t
y
Bet
ty...Betty...Betty...Betty
...Betty...BettyBettyBettyBetty,
EEEEEEEE..
A brilliant yellow light poured around the cracks of
that dosed door. Glowing fingers of the intense light
spread outward and lit the hallway. The rattle sounded
again, this time very dose and insistent. She heard the
sound of water moving, lapping at the sides of the door
and dripping upon itself, plopping and splashing within
the nursery. She became aware of the warrnth emanating
from the door and she trembled more from excitement
than from cold.
Could it be? Joey is very close now, I'm certain.
Please, God, let it be true!
She entered the room and stepped into the membrane
of blinding light. Tiny sparkling particles floated and sailed
in the air, breezy currents of fresh wind tousled her hair
She faced a beautiful light which sang to her in wordless
invitation. Walking toward the light she feared the
reflection from the water and the sparkling particles would
obscure her goal. As she entered the light she saw him
reaching to her and smiling ...
The Southeast realtor and Roy Curtis met at the Curtis
residence early next morning. He let them in with his
key.
"See what I mean? This place is in perfect condition.
You could give it a white glove inspection and not find
one speck of dust."
" Yes, Mr. Curtis, everything you said about this house
was accurate. I'm going to be able to do well with this
place for you and your wife."
"Let me go and see where she is. Excuse me...BETTY!"
He began to search throughout the house, not believing
she would leave the house she cared for so meticulously.
He wandered down the hallway calling her name,
checking in every room. At the end of the hall was the
nursery. He knew she wouldn't be there, they kept that
room locked up.
Today, however, the room was standing open. Dazzling
bright sunlight poured into the hallway from the nursery
windows through the open door. Roy moved to the door
holding his breath. His eyes dosed as he squeezed his
hands into fists just as he stepped to the entrance.
She was in the room in her rocker just as the last
time she had held Joey. She was naked and very pale.
Her ribs and bones jutted harshly in her skin. Her long
dark hair fell over her shoulders. She looked as if she
were sleeping and dreaming the most exquisite heavenly
dream of her life. A gentleness on the frail face described
the peace in her soul.
Roy groaned as he gathered the implications of the
image fully. How beautiful she looks. I've never seen
the sun on her face like this. Even with these cobw ebs
and dust flying around, she is so beautiful now. I
musn 't wake her this time. She doesn 't know how
much I have loved her Seeing her like this I'm so
happy for her She finally has what she wants. I will
not disturb that
He dosed the door gently and walked away.

Opening her eyes, rubbing them with the backs of
her hands, she struggled to sit up and fully open them.
She froze as a sound drifted into the silence from outside
the room. A rattling noise, scratchy and rasping, started
and stopped. Betty felt hot streaks of panic crawl up
her back. She shivered as she rose from the cold water,
hesitantly stepping through the bathroom naked and wet.
On the walls bizarre streaks of uneven paint pointed to
a door that was always kept shut in this house. The room
had been a nursery once. Betty usually did not go in
that room but now could not resist a pulling sensation
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First
Poetry.

"A Poem for the Palm of Your Hand"
Nicholas Smith

Last night I dreamed the purple sunset
Of Palau, and rose from sleep
To find that cracked paper island
On the aging globe in the study.
It reclined there in block letters,
Covered by curving coconut palms
And flaming bougainvillaeas, east of Mindanao
Under the trades. Micronesian women, nude
And oiled, with lustrous black hair,
Walked on a white beach among tan and white conches.
On another shelf I saw a small, brown whelk
You'd brought home last year from the shore.
I picked it up and pressed it to my ear.
I heard the gurgle of surf,
The rustle of palm fronds shifting in the trades
Which blow west across Palau,
And heard, in the end, the clear, small eddy
Of your voice calling me back to bed.
I stood there silent and still for a breath,
Replaced the shell, snapped out the lamp
And walked through the dark hallway
Toward our bedroom. Through flares of light
Lingering on my eyes, I saw myself
Lying under the sunlight which pours
Across coconut palms and flaming bougainsvillaeas
Beside the ocean east of Mindanao. I saw myself
Somewhere in the benediction of the trades,
Somewhere in the benediction of water and sky.
Then, I pulled back the sheet, edged into bed,
Stretched a hand toward you
In the dimmed and settled house. I reached
To pass you my dream, leaned to tell you:
Th is is what I am,
Th is is w hat I've always been.
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Honorable Mention

Kim Rushing
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ESSAY
"The Lost Paradise: Mythic Structure In Look Homeward., Angel"

Vikki Ganger

throughout the novel (Walser 73). The infant and the
child have dim recollections of this state which fade as
the individual moves more and more deeply into the
" prison-house" of earthly existence. By the time
adulthood is reached, most people have completely
forgotten any existence but this one; only a few sensitive
individuals, poets and dreamers, have retained any
recollections of their lost home. Eugene Gant possesses
this sensitivity in abundance; he is always looking for
the way back into this lost world of enchantment, the
" Jost lane-end of heaven" which forever beckons in the
recesses of his memory. Like Wordsworth, he has
"intimations of immortality" and longs for the " clouds
of glory" he left behind at birth.

The novels of Thomas Wolfe, while often praised by
critics for their imaginative and lyrical qualities, are
generally criticized for their seeming lack of structure.
The plots, intertwined with rhetorical flights of fancy and
lyrical prose-poems and sprinkled liberally with imagery
and detail, often seem to lose themselves in a winding
maze of words and images. Look Homeward, Angel,
Wolfe's most famous and perhaps best work, seems to
suffer in the eyes of some readers from an excess of
verbiage which has overgrown and all but obliterated
the novel's underlying structure.
Rather than attempting to clean away the lush lyrical
detail in hopes of uncovering a tightly structured core
of plot and action, the reader searching for a structuring
principle in the novel needs to study it much as he would
a poem: paying attention to imagery, repetition, and
symbolism. Wolfe plunges into the mythic depths of his
subject, bringing hidden elements to the surface in full
color and glowing detail, expressing them in terms of
symbolism and imagery. From this perspective, Look
Homeward, Angel can be viewed as an archetypal quest.
Using the character of Eugene Gant, the young
protagonist, Wolfe describes man's archetypal quest for
the lost paradise, the Eden from which he sprang and
to which he longs to return.

The theme of time, the desire to recapture the past
through memory, or to freeze a moment of time in order
to apprehend its timeless quality and perhaps there to
catch a bit of eternity, reflects Eugene's desire to bring
himself closer to the moment of his birth or to the place
where the sense of enchantment was lost or forgotten.
Childhood echoes the lost paradise, the world of security,
innocence, and light; perhaps if Eugene can recall the
golden, mythic moments of childhood more clearly, he
will be able also to recall his lost glory. "Oh , Lost!. .. But
Where? When?" is his perpetual refrain. Even the novel's
title is a reflection of this desire - the lost angel forever
yearning for its proper home. In the lyrical passages of
the text Wolfe tries to capture in words man's memory
of that " better land from which he comes" (Hill 137)
and to which he forever longs to return.

Eugene's quest tor knowledge and understanding, the
answers to why he is here and where he came from,
the complex interweavings of chance and necessity and
the mysteries of time are all related to his deeply ingrained
sense of having strayed from a lost paradise to which
he has forgotten the way back. This " Lost Paradise" myth
is the basic organizing principle in all of Thomas Wolfe's
work according to critic Larry Rubin, and it underlies
many of the other themes in Look Homeward, Angel:
the theme of time, the theme of alienation, and the quest
for an earthly paradise (Rubin 107). This mythic pattern
of exile and return, the sense that the soul has existed
before birth in a state of paradise, all but forgotten, echoes

The images of " a stone, a leaf, a door" occur repeatedly
throughout the novel in connection with Eugene's lost
paradise. The stone and the leaf are reminiscent of the
world of nature: the leaf representing the cyclical change
of the seasons, with mythical overtones of death and
rebirth, while the stone echoes the eternal fixity of the
mountains that encircle Ntamont, the barrier beyond
which lies, perhaps, the fabled lost golden land. Wolfe
often refers to this land as a "faery" world of enchantment,
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a "doorless land offaery" that "open(s) somewhere below
a leaf or a stone" (Rubin 111 ). In Celtic folklore, fairies
are often said to live beneath rocks or stones. The door,
however, brings to mind human society. It is associated
with the city, and the possibility of "artistic and spiritual
fulfillment" within this world (Walser 76).

which he must now acknowledge, gives this longing a
piercing and bittersweet quality.

At the end of the novel, Euguene comes to still another
awakening. Having realized that he cannot retreat into
the lost archetypal paradise of his childhood, that he
cannot tum back or halt the passing of time, he has
learned that he must look to the present and the future
to find his dream. The ghost "lost, and by the wind
grieved" will not come back again. In the last scene,
encountering Ben's ghost, Eugene also comes to the
awareness that he will not find the lost paradise in the
world - either in Altamont or beyond the mountains.
Having searched the world he knows and finding nothing
to appease his soul's desire, he asks Ben "Where is the
world?" and the reply comes: "You are your world." Ben
encourages him to embark on the "one voyage, the first,
the last, the only one"· the voyage of self-discovery.
Eugene is urged to tum within, to explore the lost
continent of himself. The metaphor of the stone, the
leaf, and the door is now internalized as Eugene realizes
that

As Eugene grows older he begins to realize that the
lost world cannot be found simply by recalling the mythic
past and he begins to search for it in the world of the
present. In doing so, he experiences a sense of alienation
- the feeling that he is a stranger in the world, a creature
transplanted against his will into a land in which he does
not belong. Eugene suffers agonies of shame when
forced by his mother to follow in his brother Luke's
pragmatic and energetic footsteps hawking magazines;
he much prefers the darkness and ghostlike solitude of
his older brother Ben's world as a newspaper delivery
boy. He develops a buried life which he shares only with
his teacher and mentor, Margaret Leonard, and then only
in part.

Heir to the otherworldly longings of the Gants, like
his father (Oliver Gant the "far-wanderer") and his brother
Ben, Eugene seeks his lost home. He seeks the door
that will admit him into the fullness of life, the creative,
joyful existence he somehow feels to be his birthright.
While Oliver and Ben are not consciously aware of their
lack, Eugene at least has a sense of what he is missing
and sets out to find it. He embarks on a quest for an
earthly paradise of love and fame which will hopefully
replace the paradise he has left behind (Rubin 109). He
has daydreams about being great and famous, and feels
the pull of his destiny calling to him from beyond the
mountains. He leaves home for college, learns to function
in a social environment and is initiated into the mysteries
of sex. He undergoes a brief adventure in Norfolk, and
learns that he can survive alone in the world. He knows
a moment of idyllic glory with his first love, Laura, only
to be disappointed when she leaves him. This loss serves
to increase Eugene's sense of his lost paradise and his
desire to freeze time into a single, eternal moment, where
he can return "not into life but into magic" - into an
enchanted place where the first love of youth remains
forever radiant, protected from time and change. The
impossibility of this task, in the ever-present face of death

"no leaf hangs for me in the forest; I shall lift no
stone upon the hills; I shall find no door in any
city. But in the city of myself, upon the continent
of my soul, I shall find the forgotten language, the
lost world, a door where I may enter, and music
strange as any ever sounded" (Look Homeward
Angel 562)

The siren-calls of fame and love may still sound in
his ears but, for Eugene Gant, the true goal and reward
lies within. He will pursue the "ghost" of paradise along
the labyrinthine passages of his inner self, while the reader
is left to wonder when or where or if the maze will end.
With the coming of the new day, the moment of magic
is broken: Ben's ghost, Eugene's extraordinary insight,
disappears and the world becomes solid once again.
Eugene turns his eyes to the "distant soaring ranges"
and prepares to leave his home, hopefully, to continue
the search for the lost doorway into heaven on a new
level and in a new land.
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Honorable Mention
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Honorable Mention

"Jalapeno"
Nicholas Smith

Green god engorged with grainy

Seed, sac of summer sun and searing
Santa Ana blowing off the desert,
You bring north the south's secrets.
Your seamed, somehow smooth,
Old Indian face wearing a piquant, oddly
Fashioned headdress encloses tales
Of plumed serpents and other beasts
More secret, more strange. Those stories
We seldom hear hang, lumniously white,
From your dark brain stem which conceives
That last secret story: an open, voiceless
Mouth beneath a pour of melted gold.
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Second

Place

SHORT STORY.

"Going Home"
Jane Hicks

I walked through the snow that fell the night before,
wondering what it would be like to see real clean snow.
Here, the snow is beautiful as it falls, but by the time
it hits the ground, it's already gray. Off in the distance,
I've seen the mountains covered, pure and white. I wonder
if they're gray up close.
That's the thing I hate about this place. Everything
is gray. When Miss Atkins first came here to teach, she
had the school painted white with red shutters. It wasn't
long before they were gray like everything else. She had
them painted a couple more times then gave up like
us.
In the summertime there is some color - the flowers.
Women here would practically kill over their flowers. They
trade cuttings and slips. They can tell you the history
of their plants, who they got them from and when. It's
almost like the " begats" in the Bible. Sometimes, they
pool what little money they have and send off to Stark's
and Burpees' for fancy plants and seeds. Every garden
has rows and rows of flowers around it. I never m inded
working the weeds out of the vegetables, just as long
as I could be close to the flowers. The colors and the
smells almost made me forget I was working. When you're
born smelling sulphur and seeing gray, it's not hard to
appreciate pretty things.
I was the last one to school, but Miss Atkins never
says anything unless I'm really late and disturb the little
kids when they're spelling. My face and legs started to
tingle because the room was really warm. See, the mine
owners' kids go to school here, too, until they're old
enough to go away, so they're never stingy with the coal
to heat the school. To tell the truth, that's the only reason
a lot of kids come to school, to get warm. I never would
realize how cold I was until I got to school and started
to thaw out. My hands were numb where I had hung
out the wash; now they were starting to throb. I finally
got my coat off and hung up. Then I slipped into my
seat next to Maude Daugherty.
It was time for geography. I always liked it because
it talked about all those far away and beautiful places.
We were starting a chapter on Egypt. I already knew
how the pharoahs had enslaved the children of Israel
and I thought this might be interesting. Then I saw the

A custard yellow sky was peeping through the gray
as I stepped out back to hang up the wash. The train
had just passed and I was in a hurry to get the clothes
on the line. They only had four hours to dry before the
next train came past. The wind was blowing hard; they'd
be dry in no time. When I was little, it was a mystery
to me how sopping wet clothes could dry in freezing
weather But now that I'm in school I know 'cause my
teacher told me.
The clothesline was up on the bank behind the house.
When the mine owners built these places they never
thought about the women. Ma says men never do. The
back of the house looks into a big 'ol bank. The stairs
lead off the back porch and up the steep hill to a little
flattened-out strip that was supposed to keep the bank
from washing away. Up there was where all the women
had their clotheslines. Far above, on the top the the ridge,
were the railroad tracks. The trains gave off so much
black smoke that if you didn't time your washing right,
it got all sooty and it had to be done again. Ma did
washing for some of the owners' wives. She was proud
of the fact that her wash never had to be done twice.
The wind started pulling at my clothes like the babies
did when they wanted something. Then a hard gust made
my skirt whip my legs almost like one of Ma's hickory
switches she used when I sassed or let a cuss word slip.
It was a wind off snow, there'd be more before dark.
I was in a hurry so I could get to school on time.
All my chores had to be done or Ma wouldn't let me
go. Ma and Daddy argue all the time about me going
to school. Daddy wanted us all to go so we could have
a chance at something better. Ma'd raise Cain. She said
school would lead us to expect more than we could ever
have or get. Daddy told her she had "absolutely no
imagination." His problem, she said, was that he had
too much.
I'm like him, I suppose. I'm always getting in trouble
for daydreaming and making up yarns. I like to make
up stories to tell my little brothers and sisters and the
other kids at school. and I remember all the old tales
I've heard the old folks tell. Miss Atkins, my teacher, says
I'm creative. Ma says I'm a liar and a sinner.
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how the tears had made tracks on my face through the
soot.

most fascinating thing - it was a picture of one of the
great pyramids. It was cut in half so you could see a
picture of its insides. The picture showed how the
pyramids were built with false passages and different
rooms for different purposes. Some of the passages led
to great, big rooms; others to tiny, little halls. There was
the old pharoah, laid out in the middle, all black and
covered with tar. Around him was everything he needed
for his next life, even a boat to ferry his soul across the
river to his afterlife.
Pain brought me back to cold January. Miss Atkins
had smacked my hand for daydreaming. She had called
on me a bunch of times and I hadn't answered. I'd done
that before, but one too many, I guess.
Maude looked down that pointy little nose of hers.
Sometimes I wanted to pull that blonde hair of hers out
by the roots.
"Stupid!" she whispered.
"Bitch!" I hissed back. It made me so damn mad when
she was snotty. And to beat it all, it was her damn drawers
my Ma had washed and I froze to death hanging up!
Then, slowly, the church bells started to ring. The room
stopped, dead still. Miss Atkins lined us up as the bell
started ringing faster and faster, like it was urging us
on...hurry, hurry, hurry.
When we got to the mine opening, almost all the grown·
ups were there. Kids split off, quick, to find their families.
Sometimes it took a few minutes because there were
so many people there. See, it's kind of an unwritten rule
that until every man comes up - one way or the other,
everybody that is able stays at the mouth of the mine.
I saw Ma looking all pinched and prissy like she always
did. But this time there was a dirty snow color to her
face. There were some men Daddy always worked with
standing in a little bunch at the side. There was dust
and smoke still pouring out of the mouth of the mine.
Somewhere, down inside the earth, there was a gurgle,
like a stomach too full. Some more dust poured out
and everything got really quiet.
The one face I wanted to see most of all wasn't there.
Somewhere, inside, my feelings for my Daddy curled
up and hid. I knew I'd never need them again.
Some television station came and filmed us all waiting
for the rescue teams to come to the top. They tried to
interview some of us, but it wasn't the right time to talk.
Why couldn't these Yankees leave us alone? Hell! They
couldn't even say Appalachia right!
Uncle !veil said they meant well, that right now we
were a national cause. He was always talking about
something called the war on poverty with these funnylooking Yankees.
The papers said it was the worst mine disaster in the
history of the state. Daddy and eight other men died.
It took days to get them out. I stood there, at the mouth
of the mine, the whole time they searched. I stood there
in the dirty, gray snow and cried. At first I cried loud,
sobbing for hours. Then as hope dwindled my emotion
and tears dried up. A picture of me in the paper showed

Ma tried to make me leave but I was determined not
to leave my Daddy there by himself. Even Miss Atkins
tried to make me come in. Finally, they gave up.
Somebody brought me some hot soup and quilts so
I wouldn't get sick. Even now, when I smell the sulphur
smoke off coal, I feel cold all the way through to my
bones.
The funeral was almost two weeks later. I guess they
were holding out for something to bury. They only found
two of the men, but Daddy and the others were too far
down to reach. They never opened that part of the mine
again.
There's parts of the funeral I don't remember at all
and some parts I remember real clear Sometimes I get
ashamed at what I remember. Like Miss Atkins' hat. It
was a fur hat and it looked like a big squirrel wrapped
around her head. Did you ever see one hide on a tree
limb? They hunker down real close and get flat and funny
looking. Well, that hat looked like a big, gray squirrel
wrapped all the way around her head.

Maude Daugherty and her family sat in the pew across
from us. They were there because they owned the mine.
Maude had on a cashmere coat and real stockings. Ma
only lets me wear knee socks. And she had on a little
hat just like Jackie Kennedy's. She looked so good, she
made me feel lumpy. Then I noticed it. Maude had shaved
her legs except right around the little bones on her ankles.
Three or four coarse hairs stood out through her
stockings. They showed up just as bad as soot would
have on her pink coat. I made it a rule right then, if
I don't know whether or not to trust somebody, I'll check
her ankle bones. If she doesn't take the pains to shave
right, she can't be trusted to do you right.
It got so hot in the church that sweat started running
down the little hollow between my shoulder blades. I had
to put my head between my knees I was getting so dizzy.
Somebody got up and propped open the window closest
us. I can still remember how the mountain looked through
the little opening, just the size of the Prince Albert can
that held it open. If I hunkered down just right in the
seat, I could see the whole damned mountain. How I
hated it!
I realized the singing had started again. They were
singing Daddy's favorite song, "Wayfarin' Stranger" " I'm just going over Jordan, I'm just going over home.-"
Then I remembered the pharoah in his little mountain.
I imagined my Daddy in his mountain, with little halls
and passageways running everywhich way - just like
the pharoah. Most of all, I could see my Daddy, lying
still and dark, his soul flying across the river. ..going home.
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Place

Jennifer Jessee
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Second
GRAPHICS

"Aquabits"

Place

Holly Adams
Honorable Mention

"Conch Shells"
Frances Sams
Vacationers
hunt for them
on early morning beaches.
Once found,
the life is boiled out.
Then, the treasure's guardian
carefully cleans
polishes,
and packs the vacuum
with earth and vine,
a poor substitute
for the life driven out.
The shell set too close to an edge
jarred by a person too busy;
it empties.
Dusted off,
you can be sure,
that once again it will be
planter,
ash tray, or
candy dish
before being
buffed,
wrapped,
placed in the downstairs closet
right beside the salmon-pink glove
that never
fit.
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ESSAY.

"TheMomento Mori Ascent"
Mohammed Ali Nayesh
Bronowski is unconsciously pushing the world to the
edge of a catastrophe and self-destruction through
elevating inventions to a god's position where men and
moral imagination become a mere extension of the
machine.
After World War I, man came to realize that he
incarnated the disappointment of the hopes of mankind.
He felt that the human spirit was betrayed by men who
were supposed to be the defenders of Christian ideals,
beliefs and mottos of universal brotherhood and love.
Moreover, he felt deep within himself that once these
traditional ethics and ideals were violated, they no longer
had the vitality and validity to organize and regulate man's
reaction to the universe and his relationship with other
human beings. Man started to look for an escape from
this human dilemma and ethical emptiness. He struggled
hard to find other sources of ethics and discipline that
would give his life meaning and make life worth living.
The quest for meaning and significance has always been
and will always be man's obsession. In fact, man's history
is the history of these forces he has developed and given
different names and in whose hands he has, willingly
or unwillingly, put his whole life.
It is with this in mind that I see Bronowski' s Th e Ascent
of Man. I consider Bronowski one of the lost generation,
the beaten generation, who, as a result of two horrible
destructive world wars, lost his faith in God. Bronowski,
in his quest for meaning and significance, turns to the
history of man's inventions and discoveries. He raises
each of them to the place of God. His new-old god has
had different forms and names throughout the course
of history. It started with the simple tool which was shaped
by man and, in tum, helped to shape man's hand and
has reached its most sophisticated form in the Twentieth
Century.

Bronowski ascribes the present human dilemma to
two causes: " One is the belief that the end justifies the
means. That push-button philosophy, that deliberate
deafness to suffering, has become the monster in the
war machine. The other is the betrayal of human spirit;
the assertion of dogma that closes the mind and turns
a nation, a civilization, into a regiment of ghosts obedient ghosts or tortured ghosts. (Bronowski 370). I
think Bronowski is right. But why does man believe that
the end justifies the means? Why does he assert dogma?
This is what Bronowski fails to understand. It is that
strange relationship that links man to the machine that
is responsible for this human dilemma. In Christianity,
God has created man after His image. In the same sense,
the machine has shaped man after its own image. Man
reaches his topmost faith when he identifies himself with
Christ. Man, in the Twentieth Century, identifies himself
with the machine, his new-old god. It is significant that
" the Greeks when they saw the Scythian riders believed
the horse and the rider to be one" (Bronowski 80). Man
becomes the machine itself or, at least, the child of the
machine. Bronowski comes very close to the truth when
he says that " if we are any kind of machine, then we
are a learning machine" (Bronowski 416). This is quite
true but who is our teacher? It is the machine itself. Every
activity and every behavior that man does is derived from
the ethics of the machine. How well a thing is done
becomes more important than how it is done. As Henry
Adams said, " The teacher affects eternity" (Adams 300).
It is natural that the modem man whose teacher is the
machine lacks the moral sense since the machine itself
has not that quality. It seems to me that Jung is referring
to this when he says, " who can educate others while
himself uneducated? Who can enlighten his fellows while
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"King Depot"

Janet Hance

to it, brings it to his home and makes his heart a shrine
to this beast-god machine. Does not television tell us
what to wear, what to eat and how to love? Do not we
assimilate the nature of our inventions and discoveries
as we assimilate food? In the Army the machine one
works on decides the kind of uniform he wears and the
way he views the world. Bronowski says that "changes
in equipment reveal changes in behavior and skill
(Bronowski 24 ). If we accept the idea that human behavior
is a manifestation of the perceptual screen of every
md1VJdual s mmd, we will find out how deep the machine

still in the dark about himself and who can purify if he
himself unclean?" (Jung 51).
The machine-god in the Twentieth Centwy is more
important and has greater impact on human life than
the Christian or Moslem god. The church today is
struggling hard to attract man. When the afterlife has
failed as a motto, the church starts trying to attract man
through competitions and other peculiar things. The
church goes to man; it invites him. The machine, this
arrogant feelingless god, does not invite man. Man goes
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ethics and values penetrate man's mind. The change
of the equipment does not affect the behavior and skill
only; it goes much deeper to the mind and soul as well.
Bronowski considers war "a highly planned and
cooperative form of theft" (Bronowski 82). I think this
is an oversimplification of what war really is. I see war
as a kind of sacrificial festival to the terrible god - the
machine - in the same way that ancient people used
to offer a human sacrifice to satisfy a greedy god. It
is because Bronowski' s god is so powerful and greedy
that we have too many sacrificial festivals and too many
victims. It is on this basis that I see the concentration
camps and crematoriums in Germany, the use of the
atomic bombs in World War II and the war festivals that
sweep the world right now.
Bronowski resorts to romanticism in his attempt to
beautify the new god. The Ascent of Man is filled with
statements like: "Revolutions are not made by fate but
by men"; "they believed that faith should dominate and
Galileo believed that truth should persuade",
"Renaissance established the dignity of man"; and
"physics in the twentieth century is an immortal work"
(259, 205, 286, 349). In fact, the whole of Bronowski's
book could be considered a Homeric epic of man as
a scientist and inventions as divine manifestations. Yet
all of these masks that Bronowski tries to attach to his
machine do not conceal the ugliness and brutality of
the gods that he has crowned. The inventions that
Bronowski considers to be great landmarks in the ascent
of man are the tombstones that mark man's descent,
dissolution and self-destruction.
Bronowski states that "no beliefs can be built up in
this century that are not based on science as the
recognition of the uniqueness of man. It is not the
business of science to inherit the earth, but to inherit
the moral imagination" (437). I think that these very
beliefs will lead the world to self-destruction. Man's actions
have always been derived from and determined by the
force that has the highest attraction, whether this force
is religion, social values or the machine. Science in the
twentieth century has metamorphosed man into a
machine. The beliefs that are based on science and the
moral imagination that is inherited by science have been
leading mankind to catastrophe since the first time man
became a tool maker. The moral imagination to which
Bronowski refers is responsible for millions of corpses
that decorated Hiroshima, Nagasaki, the Middle East and
Vietnam. It is the sole motive behind the blood-stained
hands in Afghanistan and the Persian Gulf. It is behind
the eradication of the Red Indian culture in America and
the famine that sweeps Africa and Asia where a quick
death is an unattainable relief. The .moral imagination
is the builder of the twenty-six American death devices
and the accumulation of death weapons all over the world.
It is the force of science which has turned the whole
of mankind into cannibals and blood-suckers.

This ascent of man that Bronowski celebrates is real
only in a Velikovsky world where poles are reversed. As
long as our moral imagination is brooded by the machine,
we cannot call it "moral" in the human sense of morality.
Bronowski's invitation for mankind to have moral
imagination and avoid arrogance is like pushing someone
into the sea and asking him not to get wet. This same
moral imagination will not only destroy the machine but
also the tool-maker and nature which has incubated the
tool and the tool-maker.

What irony there is when Bronowski scornfully points
out that "nomads have no memorials, even to the dead"
(62) and that we, the members of the scientific and
civilized societies, have a lot of monuments. If Bronowski
is right in saying that "the monument speaks for the
dead man to the living," the pyramids in Egypt will tell
us that hundreds of thousands of people were killed to
secure the pharoah's soul and gold (118). I do not need
to speak for the monuments in Auschwitz and Hiroshima
since Bronowski thinks they speak for the dead men
to us.

The only way to get rid of the present human dilemma
is self-knowledge. The machine itself has as much good
as evil in it since "every good quality has its bad side
and nothing that is good can come into the world without
directly producing a corresponding evil" (Jung 199).
Moreover, I believe that man is basically good. The
process of self-knowledge must start with the self, not
the environment. We must move from the outside to
the inside. We must have moral imagination, not the
kind of imagination which arises from the inside, from
a wish to live and let others live in a world that we can
think of without a shudder. We have to overcome a god
whose roots go back to the simplest tool man has made,
whose roots are so deep that we have to give up an
essential part of our inner selves if we are to be saved.
The old-new god has shaped our past, our reaction
toward ourselves and our milieu. I see no reason why
this same god will not shape our future, if we have a
future. The real ascent of man is when the tool-maker
and the mediator become one, when conscious and
unconscious become one. Not until then can man
achieve self-knowledge, integrity and mental peace.
Unfortunately, the force that will synthesize the
components of man's ascent is unattainable in the visible
future. We need a new Christ; one who springs from
our inner selves, out of our sufferings, humiliation and
helplessness. There is little hope as Henry Adams states,
"Since five or ten thousand years, the mind had
successfully reacted and nothing yet proved that it would
fail to react - but it would need to jump" (Adams 498).
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Honorable Mention

"Mother Rain"
David Pearson Whittaker

Here you come,
scolding with heavy, furrowed clouds.
People walk grim-faced,
wearing umbrellas like vogue French hats,
hunching and pulling their caps and collars tight
against you.
Again, here you come
whispering loneliness to me.
Reminding me of a past that returns
like an old friend,
alien and unaware of me now.
In the hushed silence, when the rain has stopped,
your drop-drop-drop tortures me in solitude.
Still, here you come
and pat my shoulder in understanding,
the same understanding you give a stone
or a November tree whose dying leaves
you rip from its branches.
But you remind me of life.
So you come, great Mother,
giving birth to life, cleansing,
and whispering in my ear with one long sigh
a song that giggles and laughs like a child
And moves me to dance.
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"Krishna"
Marc Thompson

White linen sandalfoot with shaven skull
Jingle-ring tambourine man
Your bells shudder and you shout
Hari Rama

Pied minstrel piping minister of love
Tooted tune trickling forth
From your snake charmer's fife
Hari Rama

Holy snow dancer, your scalp is sunburnt
Pink peeps from the peeling flesh
You tear the necrotic slough
Hari Kari
Reeling vertigo in Hindu ballet
Your empty coffer rests still
Upon a street comer's edge
Hari Rama
Showerbath coin-stoning ceremony
Exhibit A: ascetic
Follower of Arjuna
Hari Rama

Shiva watches you with an omnicient eye
Sanscrit says you're dark and black
An avatar of Vishnu
Hari Rama
Sing your song and dance your dance for the world
Bald burned brown after awhile
Seems like brazen stigmata
Hari Krishna
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"The White Deer"
Beth Kopp
cows. ") just have to go look in the woods a minute,"
she continued explaining as she broke out into a run.
The cows turned in unison at the gate and watched her
fleeing form reproachfully. The one called Daisy took
a few steps after her, then stopped and lowed a long
plaintive sound. "I'll be right back!" the girl called again
withoug turning around or breaking stride.
The forest beckoned her. Like a moth to a flame, the
girl felt herself irresistably drawn to that part of the treeenshrouded mountain that bordered the open pasture
land which her family farmed. Her brisk run soon slowed
to a staggering jog as the child approached the blackgreen, almost solid front posed by the forest's edge. Her
breath came in short gasps, and excitement at the
forbidden plus the exertion of her run up the pasture's
steep slope flushed her usually pale face a glowing pink.
In awe and wonder she slowed her steps nearly to a
stop as she gazed up at the great trees before her. Then
with a little cry of anticipation, she sidled along a wellworn but almost inconspicuous trail through the dense,
young trees of the forest edge and disappeared.

The cows were waiting at the gate. They stretched
their brown, saggy necks and lowed a quiet welcome
as the girl and the dog came up the path. "Oh, you're
waiting for us. Good girls," she called in greeting, but
disappointment seeped through her voice and spilled
over onto her face. She climbed the bars of the gate
and perched her lithe, slim body on the top most bar
where she sat studying the large lumbering creatures
in front of her with affection. One old cow took a few
steps towards her and tried to lay its head in her lap.
" Oh! You'll knock me off the bar, Daisy!" she scolded,
laughingly. then she leaned her thin body across its broad
head and began scratching its rough, hairy ear.
The comsilk blond of her long scraggly hair almost
matched the light tawny brown of the cow's neck as
the one lay against the other. Her head was turned to
the side and her eyes stared far away in rapt concentration
at the line of trees marking the edge of the pasture and
the beginning of the forest as she absent-mindedly
scratched. A few feet outside the gate, safe from the
cows' nervous hooves the farm-dog, too, sat staring
intently at the distant forest edge. Soft shadows from
the setting sun were already enveloping this little group,
but the forested area above them was still bathed in
sunlight. As the sun began to fall behind the mountain
ridge in the far west, it seemed to concentrate its powers
on this one mountain top to the east, an aura of burnished
gold light appeared to radiate forth from the very
mountain itself as if an enormous power source were
glowing from within. The child and the dog watched in
silence a few minutes. Then abruptly the girl sat up and,
pushing the cow's head aside, she hurriedly climbed
down from the gate. As if overcome by some sudden
and compelling urge, she started quickly across the
pasture towards the forest's edge, the dog now bounding
gaily at her heels. "I'll be right back!" she called to the

Inside the forest the air was cool and moist. The sounds
of her footsteps were muted by the spongy moss beneath
her feet and absorbed by the dense foliage above. " It's
like a cathedral," she whispered to the dog. Then lifting
her face to the illumined green canopy overhead, she
called out in a clear, ringing voice, "Here I am, God!"
The childish bell-tones rang out through the trees and
were echoed and mimicked by the twitterings of the
woodland birds. " God always shows me something
beautiful when I come visit Him here," the girl explained
to the dog in an excited, yet hushed voice. The dog
wagged his tail in reply and the two stood poised and
expectant just inside the forest's edge. When her eyes
were adjusted to the dim light, the girl turned to the
dog again and urged, " Let's go to the old Indian wall,"
and the two started off together through the trees.
The forest was old, and there was no undergrowth.
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trees a little way after the fleeing animals. But far in the
distance she could hear the crashings of the dog's heavy

Many years before the mighty oaks and poplars had
choked out the rag-tag underbrush that vied for a spot
in the wooded domain. Here and there patches of moss
or sedum blanketed large areas of the forest floor. But
mostly an occasional fem or a clump of weak, scraggly
grasses were the only things growing from the thick leafcushion underfoot

footsteps, and she realized almost immediately that she
could never hope to overtake him.

"Come now!" she called to her dog curtly. "We've got
to get home," and she began running wildly through
the woods. Dodging tree trunks and leaping fems and
gnarled tree roots, they hastily made their way to the
open ground. As they burst through the dense young
growth at the forest's perimeter, the blinding light of the
setting sun almost overcame their senses, yet the two
continued racing madly down the pasture slope.
"Hurry, cows," the child urged as she struggled to pull
loose the heavy wooden bars that formed a crude gate
to the pasture. All three large animals tried to squeeze
through the stout gate posts at once, for their anxiety
to go home was no less than her own. Their udders
were heavy with milk and they were eager to get to the
barn to be relieved of their burden.

The girl and the dog continued deeper into the forest
until they came to a rambling ridge of large stones set
casually in a place around a strangely flattened area.
It was said that the woodland Indians camped here in
ages past. The girl sat on one of the larger rocks and
called the dog to her. Reluctant but obedient, he worked
his way up the crude stone wall and sat close beside
her. The girl began talking to him quietly about the Indians
that lived there years ago, and the dog listened to her
voice, occasionally turning his head to lick her cheek
as his eyes scanned the area and his ears remained
pricked back and alert Time stood still. The present,
the past and the future were held within this moment.
The cows and the chores to be done were no more
or less immediate than the Indian families that had
camped in this spot hundreds of years ago. All sounds
blended into one. The girl's low murmurs, the birds'
ceaseless twitterings, the occasional chirring of a squirrel
or cawing of a crow, all were hushed and fused together
by the awesome canopy of the ancient trees.

"What took you so long?" A tall, gaunt man in dirty
overalls stood waiting impatiently at the barn door as
the group came down the path. His face was very tanned
and weathered from years in the sun, and his skin had
the look of ancient parchment where it stretched taut
across his high cheekbones and the bridge of his aquiline
nose. "Weren't the cows at the gate?" he demanded
sternly.
"I went up into the woods, Father," the child replied
too quickly, her wide eyes held open in guilty innocence.
She was still breathless from her run down the mountain
and speaking was difficult for her. "I thought they might
be up there."

And then it burst into view. The dog saw it first Almost
as soon as the first sharp cracklings of leaves and
snapping of twigs were heard, it could be seen gliding
through the trees. Instinctively, the girl grabbed the dog's
collar and the two of them sat hunched together on the
rock wall hardly daring to breathe. A deer. A snow white
deer. Its lean, firm muscles rippling beneath its glistening
white coat, it seemed to be running for its very life. Nostrils
flared, pink-rimmed eyes bulging from exertion, mouth
open in fear, its form became ever more alarming as
it bore down upon them. It came directly their way, racing
rapidly, its feet barely touching the ground. And then
it was crossing the flat area in front of them in full view.
"Oh!" the girl cried out in wonder, and as the sound
involuntarily left her lips, the deer saw them and veered
slightly to avoid the pair. With one enormous bound it
nimbly leaped the wall and sped away through the trees.
They watched its fleeing white form, lost in shock and
amazement, and then they understood the origin of its
fear. A large muscular dog was now crossing the flat
area. Its heavy-set, powerful body made a sharp contrast
to the light, lithe form of the deer.

"Liar!" Her father's thunderous voice crashed down
around her head. "I saw you running down the pasture,
and there weren't any cows with you!" His deep-set eyes
were intense with rage and the two veins above his
temples began to visibly pulsate under the dark weathered
skin of his brow.
"I didn't say they were in the woods, Father," the shaken
child began. "I said I thought they might be, but they
weren't. They were right there in the pasture all the time,"
anxiously and earnestly she spoke trying to appease the
angry man before her. "But while I was in the woods,
Father," she continued hurriedly, "I saw a white deer.
A snow white deer. And he was a buck, too. I could
see the antlers starting to grow on his head." She dared
to look up now into the stem, rigid face of the man,
so certain was she that his fury would melt away once
she had imparted her incredible news. For several
seconds, neither moved. The air was rife with the short,
gasping sounds of the breathless child and the deep,
resonant breathing of the angry man. His expression
remained unchanged and the child crumpled under the
pressure of his piercing gaze. She looked down at her

"No!" screamed the child. "No! Go away, dog!" as
the great beast clumsily climbed the wall. But intent on
its mission, it ignored her, and quickly disappeared in
the forest after the deer.
"Oh, dear God," cried the child, bursting into tears,
"Don't let the dog kill it! Oh, please, don't let the dog
kill it!" She scrambled to her feet and ran through the
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toe nervously and began kicking at a dried piece of dung
in the dust. "It was a beautiful white deer, Father," she
said softly, frightened now, her small voice contorting
with the tears that were overcoming her.
"LIARS GO TO HELL!" the voice exploded above her.
She saw the blow coming and ducked instinctively and
ran. Her small feet pounded across the farmyard. For
an instant the farm dog pranced in indecision, then swiftly
he took off after the fleeing child. The angry man stood
and watched them disappear around the farm buildings
before turning back to the cows.

"Boy, is Father ever mad at you," the young boy studied
the child intently.
"I know," the girl replied simply, nodding her head
dismally. New tears spilled out onto her cheeks washing
fresh channels down her dirty, tear-stained face.
Concern mixed with disapproval flooded across the
woman's countenance at the sight of the child's tears.
Setting her pile of dirty dishes back down upon the table,
she pulled out a chair next to the little girl and sat her
ample body wearily down. "Why do you dawdle so when
you're told to do something?" she asked the child
reproachfully. "You get your father so upset."

The two sat huddled together in the back comer of
the chicken house. The child's face was buried in the
long hair of the dog's neck and her sobs shook both
their bodies. Periodically, the dog would tum his head
attempting to lick the child's face in consolation, but
her arms held him tightly and prevented him from doing
so. He whimpered from time to time until gradually the
child's sobs subsided. Deep shadows were filling the large
room and nearly all the chickens were already fluffed
out on the roosting rack for the night. Still the child and
the dog sat huddled in the comer. A small brown rat
appeared from nowhere and scuttled in short, intermittent
bursts of speed to the feeding trough. The dog tensed,
and the girl loosed her hold on him. "OK, go ahead,"
she whispered. Instantly, the dog was on his feet and
bounding to the feeder. A brief encounter and the rat
was dead. Uninterested in the lifeless body, the dog
returned to the girl and the two continued to sit in the
now-darkened comer.

The girl poked her fork in the pile of potatoes and
twirled it around a few times before answering. "I went
up in the woods, Mama," she began cautiously.
But before she could continue, the woman exclaimed
in frustration, "And how many times have you been told
not to go into the woods when you go for the cows,
unless you absolutely have to?"

"I know, Mama, but tonight I absolutely had to." She
looked fully into her mother's face now as the words
tumbled forth. "And while I was up there, Mama, I saw
a white deer. A snow white deer. And it was running
for all it was worth, and a big dog was after it. A huge
dog, Mama, and I was so scared it would catch it. Do
you think it could have caught it, Mama?" the child
begged for reassurance.
Across the table the boy exploded in forced laughter.
"A snow white deer!" he repeated mockingly. "That's
a good one! Was it pulling a snow white sleigh with a
snow white Santa Claus?" he asked facetiously.

Suddenly a whistle blew. Three distinct blasts brought
the child to her feet. "Come on. We've got to go, Mama's
calling us," she whispered urgently to the dog. But he
already knew and was on his way to the door. Several
of the hens began clucking and a rooster crowed his
annoyance at being disturbed.
The remains of supper was on the table when the
girl peered timidly through the screen door. A tall, heavyset woman was clearing away some dishes and a young,
teen-age boy sat alone at the table chewing languidly
on a radish. "Where've you been?" the woman asked
as the girl hesitantly entered.
"It's safe," the boy added with derisive laughter, "Father's
gone."

The girl glanced at him in reproof, then back to her
mother as she rephrased her question. "You don't think
a dog would be able to catch a deer, do you, Mama?"
The woman stared hard at the little girl in bewilderment.
Several times she opened her mouth to speak and then
seemed to think better of it. Finally, she shook her head
slightly and asked, "And why did you absolutely have
to go into the woods tonight?"
But instead of answering her mother's question, the
child cried out in hurt and disbelief, "Mama! Don't you
believe me, Mama? I saw a white deer. Really and truly
I did!"
"Sure you did," the boy agreed with mocking derision.
"You shut up!" the girl screamed at him in sudden
fury. The excitement of the afternoon, the terror of her
father's wrath, and the frustration that she now felt at
not being believed overcame her last feeble attempt at
composure. "I saw a white deer! A beautiful white deer,"
the words burst forth through her choking sobs. Nearly
hysterical now, the child pushed herself back from the
table and cried out in anguish, "It was the most beautiful

"Sit down and eat, Honey." The woman spoke in gentler
tones now. "Hurry up and be quick while there's still
something left on the table. Your brother will have every
crumb eaten up before long."
"I'm not very hungry, Mama," the girl replied sitting
down at the table. She watched in dismay as her mother
piled mashed potatoes, a slab of coarse meat and some
raw vegetables on a plate and set it in front of her.
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before the kitchen door, their hands filled with dirty supper
dishes. " A white deer," he went on, "A snow white buck.
I never saw anything like it before in all my life."
"Yup, there's one around," the father nodded his head
in nonchalant agreement, glancing briefly at the child
across the room. "My daughter saw it, too, a couple of
weeks ago."

deer I ever saw in my life!" As she ran from the table,
her brother's forced laughter followed her up the stairs
to her room. Louder and louder he laughed for her benefit
as she climbed the steep staircase. And even as she
sobbed herself to sleep, his awful laughter echoed in
her ears.
She never spoke of the deer again in the days that
followed. Quickly and deftly, she performed the many
farm chores allotted to her and when her share of the
work was done, she willingly relieved her brother or
mother of one of their tasks. As was usual, she avoided
her father as much as possible, but was quick to do
his bidding whenever he demanded something of her.
The deer incident appeared forgotten. Yet, every night
a glistening white form raced through her dreams, and
the fear in its eyes burned such a fear deep within her
soul that she could hardly eat or sleep for worry about
it.

It was true then! She had seen the deer! And it was
still alive! The dog hadn't killed it after all. The terrible
burden of worry and guilt fell from her shoulders, and
she found herself on her knees before the man, babbling
her story incoherently. " And they wouldn't believe me!"
she kept repeating to the man. He smilled and put his
hand on her head, but the father waved the child away.
" Get out of here!" he ordered brusquely, and the child
fled the room.
The cows were waiting at the gate the next afternoon
when the girl and the dog came skipping along the path,
"Hi, everybody," she called cheerfully and climbed the
bars of the gate. But this time she didn't sit down on
the top most bar Instead, she stood balancing
precariously on the next to the top rung as she surveyed
the mountainside before her. Then she took a quick step
up onto the top bar and jumped spryly down into the
deep grass.

It was three weeks later when the man walked in one
night after supper. He was a caretaker for a vast reserve
of land that adjoined their farmland property, and he
often stopped to consult with the father on matters
concerning fences and property line boundaries. This
night it was more than that, the child could tell, by the
sprightly way he mounted the front porch steps and
rapped on the door. She could tell by the glint in his
eyes and the impatient way he greeted each person. He
had something important to say, and the air became
electric as every one waited for the pleasantries to be
done so the news could be announced.
"Neil," he began, addressing her father, "you will never
guess what I saw this afternoon over on the side of
Whitney's Mountain." Twirling his battered hat round and
round between his knees, he sat leaning forward on the
very edge of the great oak couch. Everyone hung on
his words, and the child and her mother stood poised

" I'll be right back," she called to the cows as she sped
across the pasture.
Inside the forest the air was moist and cool. The
cathedral-like expanse of the great green canopy seemed
unperturbed as the gamboling dog and ebullient child
invaded the silence. "Here we are again, God," the child
called out as loud as she could.
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"upon moving Into an empty apartment she"
unpacks her life
throws it from gaping carcassed boxes
some things hit the wall
some things hit the floor
one shatters
and she holds the glistening glass like tears.
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"A Touch of Winter"
AC. Reenor

The gray sky was there,
hiding the deep blue
and covering the dying grass
with a soothing blanket of snow that its death be not so harsh.
Wind brushed at the naked trees;
they whispered gloomily for the bark-dad warriors feared little
than winter's touch.
The mountains shivered, then settled into silence.
Nature spread her art and as
the crystal blossoms touched me,
I smiled. It was a gentle greeting.
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"Blacks Need Leaders Not Polemics"

Leroy Crawford
During the period of their enslavement, blacks were
not allowed by their masters to attend school to get an
education, nor were they allowed to assemble in any
manner; it was feared that they might organize themselves
to learn. This was a control technique, one of the methods
used to keep slaves from getting critical information, the
kind of information that would enable them to think for
themselves. American Negroes are not slaves anymore
and, as a race, they have made giant strides since the
end of slavery. But there are still too many blacks who
lack the ability to do constructive thinking for themselves.
In using the term "constructive thinking," I refer to the
kind of thinking that motivates men and women to do
good deeds for themselves. The essence of these good
deeds should be for one to strive to be the best citizen
possible in the society in which he lives. Under existing
circumstances, I know that this goal is hard to reach;
it is a hard road to travel but the effort must be made
by all blacks if they hope to live the life that God intended
for men and women to live. Due respect for man by
man is not freely given; it must be earned!

The degrading situation in the black communities can
be reduced or eliminated with the right kind of community
motivation. The underprivileged blacks in America need
guidance in all aspects of life; however, there is something
amiss: there seems to be no black leaders available. I
am a black man and I am proud of the highly educated
blacks we have in our race. There is a hell of a lot of
talk and writing going on among these so-called learned
people, but I see nothing being done about the plight
of our people in the ghettos. These black scholars with
their PhD's are doing nothing but bickering with each
other about what the poor blacks in the ghettos need
to do or need not to do. The precedent for this sort
of polemics among black leaders started with W.E.B.
DuBois and his "Talented Tenth" advocacy, as opposed
to Booker T Washington's desire to train the hands of
black people so that they could make a decent living
for themselves. Now, we have a lot of " Talented Tenths"
on hand but they are doing nothing for our black brothers
in the ghettos. Black communities need positive
motivational programs.

To live the kind of life that God planned for mankind
- a life of liberty, happiness, and all of the rewards
essential to what is good - men have to deserve these
blessings, and members of the black race are not
exceptions to this rule. Blacks in American society should
realize that they cannot rise any higher than their lowest
level, as far as their societal status is concerned.
Therefore, it is time for blacks to take responsibility for
the social pathogenic problems that arise in their
communities. It is time for blacks to stop killing blacks,
for black teenage girls to avoid illegitimate pregnancies,
for crime and wanton violence to cease, and for the abuse
of alcohol and hard drugs to end. The members of the
black communities have the sole power to counteract
this degrading situation, and I believe that this situation
can be reduced or eliminated with the right kind of
community motivation. All members of a given
community must have a desire to do what is right, as
opposed to doing what is wrong.

I am inspired when black people make the sacrifices
to get an education and achieve success. But that
success, the goals they sometimes reach, make strangers
of them as far as their lesser-privileged brothers are
concerned. Lest they forget, these same underprivileged
black brothers, in some way, helped to pay the taxes
that paid for their schooling. Furthermore, all black
scholars need to consider their societal origins, where
they came from; it was either from the cotton fields or
the ghettos. If this does not pertain to the immediate
off-spring, it's a limb of the ancestral tree. Black people
in the ghettos need leadership by people who know and
understand them. Some people can be leaders and some
people must be led by others. The irresponsible behavior
of some underprivileged blacks is indicative of their need
for leadership. The Bible says that the strong should help
the weak. If black scholars will give due thought to this
Biblical quote, they can put forth the needed constructive
effort. When men earn the respect due them, they will
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Everyone knows that most blacks will not eat bread from
a conservative loaf; so, there will not be room for
pretenders in the training programs in the ghettos. Black
leaders must be ever conscious of the need for black
coalescing when they teach the subject of political
science. The black race cannot afford to have a twoparty system in America. Black votes must be united,
a block that will create the kind of impact to produce
desired results. Blacks must take care in their numerical
strength at the polls and to the coalition of that strength.

attain a degree of power that will propel them along the
road to equality and freedom.

In all athletic endeavors in which blacks are involved,
they excel. This holds true for blacks in academia, also.
Blacks have proven they can succeed, regardless of the
odds against their efforts. The civil rights movement
removed racial barriers, leading to the emergence of a
secure black middle class. But it did nothing to
discourage the growth of the underprivileged in the
ghettos; therefore, we still have one-third of the black
population living in poverty. Training programs could be
organized for every ghetto community in America. If
educational programs were intensely concentrated, they
could instill an attitudinal motivation into the minds of
lower-class blacks. There are approximately 8 to 9 million
blacks living in the ghettos of our cities who feel that
they are alone and not wanted. The pain is not just the
fact that white society does not want them; it is the heartwrenching knowledge that their own kind, the black
middle class, wants nothing to do with them. All people
need to feel worthwhile to themselves and to others; it
is most unfortunate that middle class blacks are not
cognizant of their brother's need for respect.

" We cannot walk alone," Martin Luther King, Jr. said
on August 28, 1963. King was telling his black brothers
not to be bitter, not to hate; he told them to continue
their struggle but to be dignified and use self-discipline.
He puts emphasis on the fact that all white people do
not hate black people, and that their " destiny is tied up
with our destiny." Those words spoken by King were
true then and they are true today. A black person cannot
afford to waste time dwelling on wrongs that occurred
in the past. Time is too precious. All the time available
is needed for the purpose of self-improvement. We must
deal in reality, for if we want to be respected as men,
we must stand-up and be counted as men.
Benjamin Hooks makes it clear to everyone that the
NAACP was organized to eradicate racial discrimination.
There is a NAACP chapter in every nook and cranny
where blacks live, collecting as many dollars as possibly
from each black community. I have no quarrel with the
chapters or the collection of funds, but it seems to me
that help should go back to the communities. Since these
chapters are already positioned in black communities
throughout the country, it would be easy for them to
start organized efforts and work with the churches, local
schools, Human Services Departments, and Juvenile
Correction Centers. I believe that all of these agencies
would be willing to help stamp out illiteracy. The black
communities need this. They don't need polemics from
their educated brothers; they need leadership, the kind
of leadership that will help them to gain the ability to
control their own destiny.

I cannot fathom the idea of an American black man
calling himself a political conservative or a Reaganite.
A black person of this type is nothing more than a
brainwashed individual to be used as a tool for the power
elite. Karl Marx was referring to this type of person when
he created the term, "false consciousness." Marx was
talking about the type of person who would eat the
crumbs from the table of the rich and powerful, and
when his belly began to lose its pangs of hunger, begin
to believe that the rich and powerful had accepted him.
For a black Reaganite to believe that he could reach
the level of the rich and powerful is "false consciousness."
The black conservative or Reaganite's chances of
reaching the level of the rich and powerful are zero. There
are more poor people than there are rich, and black
leaders would do well to educate their people and to
teach them where to get the butter for their political bread.

The most beautiful sight to see, would be conscientious
individuals trying to help others to help themselves.
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"Drawing with ResurrectingFish"
38
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"The Battered Bible"
Adam Good

"I am a Bible, and there is an extreme fear building
up in me. You see, it is just before the sermon in this
homey little Southern Baptist Church and the angelic
Reverend Kill-all-sin-lift-your-hands-for-healing-amen is
about to deliver his fire and brimstone litany of salvation
to his waiting flock of believers.
Let me tell y'all about the good Reverend. He is a violent
man when he tries to teach peace and love. He won't
trade me in on a new Bible, either. Nooo, he figures
that since I've lasted him for seventeen years, I'll last
him until he dies. Well, I'd sure like to tell him that I'm
not going to last much longer with his warlike way of
teaching the word of God.
This sadistic pawn in the Christian army beats me to
a pulp every Sunday morning and every Sunday and
Wednesday night. I shudder to think about the weeklong revival starting next Sunday. At the last revival that
monster went into a fit of screaming, religious ecstasy
and flung me across the church and into a wall. I enjoyed
the feeling of flying but crashing into that wall nearly
broke my spine.
Last Wednesday night, he hit me so hard that he
splintered the wood of his pulpit. I received a gaping
gouge in my cover that ran through half the book of
Genesis. Those splintered shards of wood still hurt me
this morning.
Another thing I hate is the way the Reverend sprays
spittle on me in the midst of his ridiculous rantings. I
was soaked with the good Reverend's saliva last Sunday
night and I don't ever want that to happen again. It
wrinkled my pages and stained my once shiny cover
Take it from me, there's nothing worse than a preacher
spitting on you.
Oh, no! Here he comes, dressed in his polyester leisure
suit and his 'Jesus Saves' pin. I fear the end is near,
my friends. So, y'all please pray for me because he is
preaching from the Book of Revelations, which is one
of his favorites, on how close to Hell and Judgment this
supposedly sinful world is and he gets terribly violent
in these sermons..."
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"Hero"
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Janet Hance
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"Paper Dolls"
Marc Thompson

Watch him deliver his siamese clones
with consummate skill
Glittering forfex in hand
Making the precision incision
Unfolding a folded enigma
Sturdy neonatal regiment
All about face
Facing their genetic genius
Facing their faceless faces
All in their nameless places
Joined hand and foot
Janus-faced jackstraw John Does
Juxtaposed and Jerry-built
By their pulp producer
To serve without question
Their master's very intention
Snipping slowly so as not to scar
Their palms or reduce their digits
unnecessarily
He severs every bond between them
Leaving their separate bodies
Strewn on his operating table Dead soldiers unable
To march to the beat of
A different drummer
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"Incident at Panchganl"
Janice Wyandt

The rain drummed down on the roof of the bus as
it pulled into the soccer field which served Panchgani
as a temporary bus station. The new " modem" bus station
was still under construction in the down-town bazaar
As the bus rattled to a stop, I realized how relieved I
was that our four-hour ride was over I felt tired - travel
in India was amazingly exhausting - but at the same
time, I was elated. The Monsoon seemed to have arrived
at last, about two months late. I had already been in
India for a month, and was beginning to feel that perhaps
I was going to be cheated out of experiencing a real
Monsoon. It had been raining sporadically, in half-hearted,
insignificant little showers for about a week. But it was
raining in earnest now. Obviously a real Monsoon. " How
exciting!" I thought. " How romantic! What fun!" I was
prepared for this. I was wearing my new rubber gumboots,
had my heavy, wind-proof Indian umbrella in hand, and
felt ready for just about anything that didn't involve sitting
in a too-small, too-hard, too-narrow bus seat and being
bounced up the side of the mountain in the dark.
Strangely enough, I even felt ready for a three-kilometer
walk in the cold rain.
My two companions and I gathered our belongings
- we had been on a shopping trip to Poona, The Big
City, and had bought everything that my fourteen-yearold son, John, would need while at the boarding school
we had come half-way around the world for him to attend.
The list the school had sent us included such items as
towels, sheets, pillows, heavy black shoes, knee-high
rubber boots, and long raincoat with a hat - a closefitting black vinyl cap with a small bill in front, and long
flaps ending in straps which buckled under the chin which John thought was stupid-looking. John was also
required to have a small steel trunk to contain all of
his belongings. I had decided to do most of the shopping
in India to avoid overweight baggage fees, and had not
regretted this decision, as almost everything John needed
was less expensive than it would have been at home.
Our shopping trip had been very successful, and we were
loaded down with bargains.

adorable way they bobbed their heads from side to side
when nodding an affirmative. I couldn't duplicate the
gesture without becoming dizzy. I loved the brightly
painted houses, and the quaint little shops, and the way
the shopkeepers would bring out everything they had
when I asked for something - even if they didn't have
what I had asked for I loved the cows, the goats, and
the water buffaloes that wandered through the streets,
and the monkeys that lived in the trees overhead, even
in the towns. I loved riding on the trains and watching
the exotic landscape unfold before me. I loved the food
when I was healthy enough to eat it. My health hadn't
been all that it might have been, but intestinal illnesses
were part of the whole Eastern Experience.
I was feeling great at that moment. The trip to Poona
had been great fun, but I was glad to be back in Panchgani,
it had begun to feel like home. It was a quiet little town,
much smaller than my home-town in the U.S., but there
were similarities. The mountains were similar; Panchgani
was located in the western Ghats, near the coast. The
forests - the Indians called it "jungle" - which
surrounded Panchgani looked very much like the
Appalachian forests I was used to. The people were also
surprisingly similar The Marathi villagers and
townspeople had a dignity and a sense of neighborliness
which reminded me of the mountain people in
Tennessee.
The bus was crowded, and it took a little while to get
off. Everyone clumped together in the aisle, trying to
push through the crowd to be first off the bus. Standing
in line and waiting one's turn was not a part of the Indian
culture. We finally made our way to the door, bags in
hand. Shoukoufeh, a teenaged Persian friend and our
" trusty guide" and interpreter, was the first to brave the
elements. Opening her umbrella, she stepped down from
the bus and sank to her ankles in the mud. For some
reason, logical I'm sure to a sixteen-year-old girl, she was
wearing, instead of the high rubber gumboots that she
had been tramping around in for weeks, a stylish pair
of handmade sandals which she had bought that
morning. She squelched her way through the mud,
laughing, and led the way to the bus shelter It was a
three-sided, corrugated iron structure, open in front, with
a concrete floor, and starkly illuminated by a flourescent
tube affixed to the wooden roof-beams. The shelter was
furnished with wooden benches. In one corner sat a crowd
of villagers, waiting for the last bus to Mahabaleshwar

I was absolutely in love with India. It had seemed like
a good idea for me to bring John to Panchgani and
stay with him for a couple of months to help him get
used to life in a different culture. I also had ulterior motives.
As a survivor of the sixties and a true romantic at heart,
I had always wanted to go to India. The reality had not
fallen short of my expectations. I loved the people and
the way they dressed, and the way they talked, and the
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and stepped out into the darkness. Our audience laughed
and applauded as Shoukoufeh and I trudged out into
the rain behind him.

They looked at us curiously, some of them craning their
necks to get a better look at us, offered comments to
their companions in Marathi, a harsh language in which
even " Hello, how are you?" sounds quarrelsome.

It was raining harder and as we left the lighted bus
station, we were engulfed by darkness. My flashlight beam
labored to pierce the wet blackness as we walked slowly
through the muddy, rutted field toward the road that led
through town. John took the trunk off his head as soon
as he was out of sight of the bus shelter. We crossed
the road and began walking in the direction of the school.
Fortunately, there wasn't any traffic to worry about. Most
of the streetlamps - metal posts topped with flourescent
tubes - had gone out because of the heavy rain, and
we could barely see the road, but the tarmac surface
was higher than the shoulder, so we could tell if we
stepped off the pavement. John began to complain about
how heavy his shoulder bag was, so I carried it for him;
I now had one on each shoulder

John and I followed Shoukoufeh to an unoccupied
bench, and we put down all our bags, and the steel trunk.
When we had packed our bags in our hotel room, after
lunch, we had been in a hurry. Lunch had taken longer
than we had expected - everything in India seems to
take longer than it should, as no one ever hurries, except
foreigners, and we had been afraid that we would miss
our bus. We had stuffed most of our belongings into
John's new trunk, instead of our nylon shoulder bags.
The coolie, or porter, who had carried it the three blocks
from our hotel to the bus station for us, along with our
other bags, had not had trouble carrying it at all. It was
obvious, however, that it was too heavy for us to carry
three kilometers. We would have to repack before we
began our trek.

Every now and then we would ,come to a lighted street
lamp which would help us to get our bearings. Finally,
we came to the narrow side road which led to the school.
John began to whine about how heavy the trunk was.
My shoulders were aching, so I ignored him. Shoukoufeh
offered to help him carry it. We trudged on into the
darkness, and John said, "You know, if there are any
snakes on the road we'll step right on them before we
see them." I thanked him for his optimism, and told
him not to worry, they would probably stay out of our
way. I realized, however, that he was right. Snakes came
out onto the roads every night; most of them were
harmless, but we often saw poisonous vipers, and there
had been rumors of cobras in the area. It also occured
to me that the rain would probably wash all the snakes
in Panchgani out of their holes. My flashlight beam had
been getting steadily fainter We decided to stomp our
feet and talk loudly to announce our progress to anything
that might be listening or sensing vibrations.

As we began to sort through our clothes, John's new
bedding, Shoukoufeh's new clothes, my new sari fabric,
and tried to decide exactly what should go in which bag,
the crowd of villagers began to grow curious. I made
John put on his new raincoat so we wouldn't have to
pack it. He didn't want to wear it, even though it was
raining hard, but finally he gave in. Our audience loved
it, especially when I put the hat on his head and fastened
the strap under his chin. I decided that he was right,
it was a stupid looking hat, but instead told him that
he looked like a WWI flying ace. We stuffed as much
as possible into our shoulder bags, but the sheets,
blankets, pillows, and shoes had to be put back into
the trunk. It was quite heavy. We decided that if we could
carry it to Shoukoufeh's dorm we would leave it there
until morning, then someone could bring it out to the
house on Kanga Hill where John and I were staying.
Several people who taught at the school owned
automobiles, and it would be no problem to have the
trunk transported in the morning. The crowd watched
our every move with rapt attention. John muttered
something about selling tickets, and I reminded him that
most villagers didn't see many foreigners. At that moment
we were the only show in town.
Finally, everything was repacked, to our relief and th_e
disappointment of our audience. I offered to help John
carry the trunk; there was a handle at each end, but
he replied, " No way! I'm strong enough to carry it by
myself." For about a year he had been going through
a macho phase, and had been overjoyed when, a month
before, he discovered that he was, at last, taller than I
was. His delight was in no way diminished by the fact
that I wasn't much more than five feet tall: he had been
calling me "shorty" and " little mother" for weeks. He
wouldn't even let me carry his shoulder bag; with a flourish
he slung it over his shoulder, picked up the trunk (sans
flourish - it was too heavy) and in imitation of the coolies
he had seen in Poona, he hoisted it up on his head

The rain poured down harder as we walked along,
and the drops began to bounce on the road, wetting
our clothes underneath our raincoats and umbrellas. My
shoulders were aching, I was starting to feel cold, and
I was beginning to think that this experience was less
fun with every step I took. John was whining about how
tired he was, and said that if we didn't get there soon,
he was going to drop his side of the trunk, and for all
he cared, it could just lay there in the road and rot.
Shoukoufeh assured him that we were almost there.
After about a kilometer and a half, I realized that the
situation had lost a great deal of its romantic excitement.
I was sure that George Harrison had never experienced
anything like this. As I became more tired and more
peevish , everything took on an unreal quality. I wondered
if we would ever arrive at the school, or would we just
go on walking in the rain forever? I began to be really
afraid of snakes. Maybe they wouldn't hear us, maybe
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some stupid, deaf, slow, old snake would just lie right
there in the road until one of us stepped on it, then
it would bite in chagrin. And there we were, away from
home, family, and modem medical care.
Finally, the absurdity of the experience occurred to
me. How silly we must look, stomping down the road
in the middle of the night, in a rainstorm, loaded down
with bags, dripping wet and trying to be brave. I had
never experienced anything like this in my entire
sheltered, middle-class American life. I had never had
to walk anywhere since Girl Scout camp. I had never
seen real snakes except in zoos, until I came to India.
I started to giggle, then to laugh out loud. John asked

Honorable Mention

me what was so funny, was I losing my mind, but several
minutes passed before I could answer. So many thoughts
were going through my mind, but all I could do was
laugh. The reality of the experience was so overwhelming
that I couldn't begin to express it in words. I had always
been safe, warm, dry, and comfortable, and nothing in
my life had prepared me for this reality, "The Indian
Experience." I could only think in cliches, and as John
stood there staring at me, wondering if I had lost my
grip on reality, the only thing I could say was, "If only
my mother could see me now!"
John looked at me incredulously, then he too began
to laugh, and we walked on into the rain.

''Tree II"
45
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Monica Edmonds
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"Instructions"
Iva Dye

watch all the people around you
until all their faces disappear into one another
and become indistinguishable from your own
count all the nails hammered in one day
and wonder what they do with all
the holes
ask 5 people for their definition of life,
seal each one in an envelope
and leave them on 5 tombstones
find the point between
birth and death
be completely honest with yourself and
everyone around you for one day...
the following day send flowers to all the
friends you have left
adopt a new identity
for one day and see if anyone
notices; if anyone did,
see if you noticed
examine the interior of a
phonebooth for one hour
and learn to think
guess how many jelly beans
there are in north america
and win a color tv
decide how many of your
dreams are real and
wonder whose dream
you are
never follow the instructions
of a stranger
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"Mistress Mine"
Jane Hicks
He spends his day-nights
Moving within her darkness.
She, rounded and beautiful,
Older than time,
Larger than our lives,
Dangerously moist
And deep,
Like all women,
Keeps her secrets,
Her treasures
Tucked away, deep inside.
Her hold on our lives
ls complete.
My days and nights are filled
With waiting
And the fear
She may someday choose
Not to return him
Tome.

Jennifer Jessee
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"Oceana's Daughter"
Laura M. Howland

she wondered what they had done to earn the right to
join Oceana.

In the water she was free. Not quite as free as the
birds, who don't have to concern themselves with
shorelines or edges of pools. Birds don't run out of air
like she could run out of water. But she would simply
turn around and start again, and so she was free in her
element. In the water she was free. Free from family
and work and money and pressures of every kind. Free
from body and free from limitations. Free.
Sometimes she broke from her pattern of evenly
measured strokes with carefully counted laps. Those
times she would just let herself play. As a teenager she
once went to the zoo with a boyfriend and played the
game, "If you were an animal what would you be," and
she chose to be an otter, splashing and sliding and playing
in the water That was what she had liked about that
particular boyfriend. He wanted to be an otter, too. He
had been a playmate, and there had been, and still was,
very little play in her life.
Water was basic to her. She'd had a hard time learning
to swim, but at age eight a patient and handsome
lifeguard helped her learn to breathe in the water (fear
of the water was never her problem, but rather ignorance
of breathing techniques) and ever since then water to
live in, or at least near, was a basic need.
She'd grown up in the North Atlantic region, very near
the ocean, but also near many lakes. The lakes were
dearly for swimming, and also for having good times
with family and friends. The ocean was something else.
It was for renewal, for soul searching. It was her true
mother The ocean spoke to her, with her It guided her
and loved her. She was one with the ocean. But, in her
mind, the ocean was not for swimming. Not the serious
and hypnotic swimming she did. The ocean was too
fierce, too demanding for that. The ocean demanded
total attention or it would play tricks on her. And ferocious,
even if she did pay attention. And cold. The North Atlantic
would numb her and make her teeth ache in punishment
for just wading.
Our swimmer once tried to drown herself in the ocean
on a turbulent autumn day. It was not an attempt borne
of depression or desperation, but rather of longing,
longing to sink into the depths, desire to be one with
the sea. But the Atlantic had thrown her back, slightly
battered , and proclaimed her unworthiness. Our
swimmer accepted that and set about becoming worthy.
When she heard of sailors succumbing to the siren song,

She was a sea creature, but not any kind of fish. Rather,
she was one of the sea mammals, a seal at play or a
dolphin trying to share its wisdom with the world or
perhaps a majestic whale with its otherworldly song.
She visited Mother Sea when she could, especially
when lost or confused or lonely, but mostly when restless.
Nways, she took some of the ocean's wisdom away with
her.
So she grew up and left the sea to go to college in
America's Midwest, the flatland, so far from the North
Atlantic, to a land with man-made lakes and chlorinated
swimming pools. The longer she was away the more
she swam. She made a life for herself amid the cornfields
and visited the ocean only rarely. She married a man
who loved to tell of " his wife, the swimmer," and how
the first month he'd known her he never saw her with
her hair dry because no matter the time of day she was
always just coming from the pool. The stories didn't
particularly bother her, but neither did she comment on
them beyond a mysterious smile. He built her a pool
and that is where she spends most of her life, swimming
her laps and trying to become worthy to return to the
sea.
She is swimming those carefully-measured strokes, her
mind nearly a blank. It is almost time to come out of
the water She struggles to regain awareness of herself
and her swimming. The arms rythmically in and out of
the water, legs kicking in time, belly taut, breasts full
and often in the way, feet pointed just so. She's wearing
her favorite tank suit, it's periwinkle, with a surplice top,
and it gives maximum exposure for she loves to be kissed
by brother sun; but she only wears it when alone, just
as she only swims alone.
People urged her to go in for competition swimming
but she refused. Her swimming was a private matter.
She didn't know, or care, whether she was good enough
to compete. It was between her and the water. Oh, she
knew she could save a drowning swimmer; she'd taken
lifesaving. But that, too, was part of her relationship with
Mother Sea. It was anger "If you won't take me you
can't have this one either!" She had snatched more lives
than one from the water. That was the only competition
she was interested in.
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Her time was up. She had to get ready for work.
Oceana's daughter rose from the water, not Venus, but
a mere mortal, fat and middle aged. Her water-taut
stomach sagged almost as much as the breasts that
were so round and full in the water. The firm thighs
jiggled, the calves thickened, the pointed feet hurt, the
sun-kissed skin turned sallow. Oh, yes, she was one of
the sea mammals she loved so well; not an otter, but
rather a whale, no longer majestic, dying from the
separation.

She didn't discuss her swimming. It wasn't a secret
exactly, but really a matter of reticence to discuss it, just
as many people refuse to discuss matters of faith. So
she simply said, " I swim," in much the same way someone
might say, " I'm Catholic." And like many converts her
enthusiasm had dimmed considerably; she didn't live
the life as fully as she thought she ought to. Of late,
she had taken up smoking, put on weight, didn't swim
in the winter when it meant using a public pool. But
always she knew, she was a swimmer
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Paul Eckelman
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"Knowing"
Beth Kopp
The known eludes me.
Evasive as my shadow,
I can't seem to pin it down.
Sometimes, when the light sweeps by,
I almost see the cold, dark shapes
Of the phantoms you call facts.
Yet when I bend to touch,
To reach them with my mind,
They move, they jump,
They change their form,
And fade away like mocking imps
Into a realm of nothingness.
Yet you always seem to know.
You've studied all the facts,
They've made you sure, so wise and strong,
So certain of your world.
I often wish I knew, like you,
With a knife-like kind of knowing,
That cuts away the petaled fruit
To leave a sharp, clean core of truth.
But the only glint of wisdom
I have ever claimed my own,
Comes from realizing fully well
I will never know the known.
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"I Dream"
Donagrace Addington

I sleep...
and suddenly
but slowly,
I think
about the meaning of life
that I so urgently
need,
my world of consciousness
gives way to an awareness of
a higher consciousness
I see the unimportant
things that fill me...
I dream of being alone
on an island with my love
I dream of fighting
and I wonder if I can shoot when he comes
I dream of the problems of the world:
the children starving in Africa,
the millions of bent minds in China,
the unrest in the Holy Land,
the earthquakes in Mexico,
the war in El Salvador...
I dream of the families of the
West Virginia coal district dozens of company constructed huts,
all painted green
but black with coal dust:
black and the miner's lungs;
then I dream of my wealth
and I see
the car in the driveway
the house with its many rooms
and I am told to count my blessings
while I think of the illegitimate children
in the shack down the road;
I dream of the flower children,
the true and the false ones,
and the girls who
run away at twelve,
are pregnant at thirteen,
married at fourteen,
alone at fifteen,
addicted at sixteen,
dead at seventeen ...
I dream...
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The United States and the Soviet Union, along with four other
nations, are contributing to the nuclear arms race While every country must provide an adequate defense, the survival of our planet
depends on our finding a way to exist peacefully together You can
make a difference - voice your opinion to neighbors, public officials , and in the way you vote For more information call Peace
Links, 926-4343
Honorable Mention

Jennifer Jessee
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EAST TENNESSEE
STATE UNIVERSITY
1911-1986
TRAD1TION • VISION

DEDICATION
The 75th Anniversary Edition is dedicated with respect to all alumni
of East Tennessee State University. It is they who mirror the quality
of the institution and reflect its tradition and vision.
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Alma Mater

In the shadow of the mountains,
Under skies of blue,
Stands our dear old Alma Mater,
Glorious to view,
Sound the chorus, speed it onward;
Thee we'll never fail!
Hail to thee, our Alma Mater Hail to thee, all Hail!
In thy halls we formed our friendships,
Dear old college home
And to thee we pledge our hearts,
Wherever we may roam,
Sound the chorus, speed it onward;
Thee we'll never fail!
Hail to thee, our Alma Mater Hail to thee, all hail!
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EAST TENNESSEE STATE

75 YEARS OF TRADITION
Michael Briggs
During the 1940's, students and faculty cast cautious
glances toward Europe as the world prepared for war
As in the 1930's, the school did not experience rapid
growth. This was especially true for the first half of the
1940's as much of the nation's wealth and manpower
went into the war effort. Nevertheless, State Teacher·s
College did look forward to the future with the realization
that in order to function in modern society it would have
to expand and provide services to the community as
a whole. The best way to achieve this goal was to offer
degree programs outside teacher training. In order to
do this, State Teacher's College became East Tennessee
State College in 1943. the expansion allowed such
programs as business administration, nursing, and
graduate studies to be added to the curriculum. In 1949,
when Dr Burgin Dossett became president of the college,
progress was the keyword on campus. Even during his
early years at ETSC, Dr Dossett envisioned the school
attaining university status but such a move would not
occur for many years. Instead, Dossett worked toward
the opening of the Kingsport Center in 1959.
In 1961 , ETSC celebrated its golden anniversary, but
Dr. Dossett was not secure in allowing ETSC to remain
at the college level. He worked hard to obtain his goal
of university status, and in 1963, the colleges of Arts
and Sciences, Business, Education, and Health were
organized and the school officially became known as
East Tennessee State University. In 1965 the Carroll
Reece Museum opened in what had been the old library;
regional centers in Bristol and Greeneville were opened;
and a total of twenty-five new buildings were inaugurated
during the decade. In 1968 Dossett retired from his
position and Dr D.P Culp took the responsibilities of
the university.
The decade of the 1960's was not only a period of
swift change for the university but the country as well.
No longer were citizens willing to blindly accept
governmental edicts which they felt were unjust or did
not represent the true sentiments of the country. Many
of the strongest advocates of change were the students
of campuses across the nation. ETSU was no exception,
but while the students were aware and informed about
Vietnam, they chose not to participate fully in the bellicose
demonstrations that were common at the time on other
campuses.
Like the 1960's, the 1970's were full of major changes
for the university The campus gained national
recognition for its track team, nicknamed the " Irish
Brigade" because of its high percentage of Irish students.
The team was headed by Neil Cusak, a fantastic runner
who won the Boston Marathon in 1973. And in the late
70's the mini-dome was completed, enhancing all sports
programs on campus. Unfortunately, athletes could not

Our Alma Mater. Our nourishing mother. For 75 years
our school has nourished and helped fulfill the dreams
of countless students. But the original dream, the dream
to establish a place of learning in the Appalachian foothills
of Eastern Tennessee, began many years before the
actual buildings' foundations were laid. It began after the
Civil War when it became clear that teachers were grossly
undertrained and ill-equipped to lead the nation into the
twentieth century. Many teachers did not even have a
high school degree. So the call went out to provide
training centers or normal schools across the country
for the express purpose of educating teachers to a
national standard of excellence.
It was not until 1910, though, that the Tennessee
General Assembly approved the ammendment
designating seven normal schools to be built in the state,
and on Monday, October 2, 1911 , East Tennessee State
Normal School opened its doors with 21 students
enrolled. As was mandated by the state government, the
school provided four years of high school education for
prospective teachers along with an optional two year
"professional" training program. After a few years, the
high school program for teachers was dropped in favor
of a four year teaching curriculum at the college level.
This occurred in 1924, just one year before the school's
original president, Sidney Gilbreath, retired and Dr
Charles C. Sherrod became president. One reason behind
such a structural change was the increase in student
population, from 80 in 1911 to over 1000 in 1920. This
growth also brought a new name for the school, East
Tennessee State Teacher's College. ETSTC did not
abandon the old high school program, and in 1924 added
Alexander Hall (University High) which would offer an
expanded academic program for grades 1 12.
Like most colleges, sports were not unknown at ETSTC
as the first football team was organized in 1920. It had
fifteen players and was known as the " Teachers," a rather
fitting name for a teacher's college, but somewhat oblique
for a football team. At any rate, " On Teachers On'"
became the favorite cheering song as the team posted
a 3-3 record their first year
The decade of the l 930's was not a decade of rapid
growth for the school. In 1930, ETSTC became known
as State Teacher's College, Johnson City, and boasted
a student population of 1420, just 420 more than in
1920. The campus did have a new fire-proof library
(Sherrod) and the WPA built the outdoor stadium and
the amphitheater, but, in general, the campus did not
see the rapid growth that categorized its first nineteen
years. Probably the brightest point of the decade was
the change from the " Teachers" to the " Buccaneers"
as the official title of the sports teams.
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offer the " sterling reputation" or demand the tuition of
Harvard. It could, however, offer a sound educational
background regardless of whether a student desired to
study the great writers, operate a computer, discuss
philosophy, or perform surgery. And it was with that
determination to meet the needs of the broadest
spectrum of society that ETSU entered the 1980' s.

use the structure as its roof had a major problem; it
leaked. According to Dr. Frank Williams, it was rumored
that a national firm agreed to replace the defective roof
with a state-of-the-art latex covering that would effectively
halt all leaks, but there was one stipulation. ETSU would
have to change the name of the mini-dome to the condome. University officials decided to rely upon another
contractor The D.P Culp University Center was also
opened during the 1970' s. This revolutionary
architectural concept was one of the first buildings in
America that allowed total access to all areas by
handicapped persons.
The 1970's also brought advances in medical study
to ETSU. After a long and heated debate, the QuillenDishner College of Medicine accepted its first class in
1979. During this time, ETSU also acquired Nave
Paramedical Center in Elizabethton. These acquisitions
along with the nursing program, technological and
computer programs brought ETSU closer to its goal of
providing total community service through a wide variety
of educational curricula. Furthermore, ETSU was one
of the first campuses to institute computer registration.
The mass confusion of the old form of registration was
replaced by the comparative ease and organization of
computer terminals. While all this was going on, ETSU
had its lighter moments as streakers chose to bare their
opinions for all the world to see.
In 1977, when Dr Arthur DeRosier took office, he
promised that ETSU would become the Harvard of the
South. Unfortunately, such grandoise statements lacked
the validity to bring them into reality. ETSU could not

19

With the beginning of the 1980's, Dr Ronald E. Beller
came to the university as its new president and brought
along with him changes that would help shape the
university's future. Among these was the establishment
of the Center for Appalachian Studies and Services which
was the first of ETSU's Centers of Excellence. These
changes represented the university's resolve to be part
of the future and to remain aware of its regional and
cultural history.

As we look toward the 75th anniversary of this campus
we also look into the night skies at Halley's Comet.
Through the centuries Halley's Comet has heralded
calamity and celebration. Seventy-five years ago it
heralded the opening of a normal school that would
eventually become our Alma Mater, East Tennessee State
University. Our school has weathered its own calamities
and celebrations and is still nourishing our dreams of
success. What the future holds for ETSU is impossible
to predict, but we can hope for a university that continues
to hold strong its resolve to embrace both the future
and the past, a university that is aware of where it is
going and from where it has come.

PREMIERE
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- - - - -mockingbird- - - - Silence strangled the mockingbird until this spring.
Snared in a stagnant cloud of lost ideas and unfinished
dreams, the mockingbird stared mute as the world soared
by, uncaptured by hand or eye. Past winds of indifference
had wrecked her nest, cracked her blue-green eggs, spilled
her creative potential, and silenced her melodious
interpretation of life. Yet, beneath sombre grey feathers,
each heartbeat preserved the primitive origin of all art--her
mimicking ability to recreate the sounds around her into
an original collection of new song.
Searching for a sanctuary where she could engender her
creative powers, only her whispering wing-beats cut the
East Tennessee wind. Tirelessly the mockingbird struggled
over high mountains, winging her way along the winding
Nolichuckey and charting her course over ancient buffalo
trails. Exhausted, she settled herself in academic halls.
Here her nest is undisturbed, her imaginative orbs allowed
to incubate to maturity, and her creative voice restored.
Once again the mellow music of the mockingbird floats
over the hills of Tennessee. In your hand you hold the first
generation of the mockingbird, a medley of student
perceptions. Gaze kindly on her maiden flight.
Kay H. Gregory
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BEHOLD HER SINGLE IN THE FIELD
Day by day, Eunice watched them whipping by
her house in their big Cadillacs and campers and
station-wagons. She marvelled at the way they were
all in such a hurry to drive all over the country to get
to some place where it was as hot and as
uncomfortable as the homes they had just lett.
But, she admired them, and envied them a little, too.
She didn't like Yankees when she was up THERE,
but she really loved to be around them when they
crossed over into her territory She could put it over
on them. She could flaunt it in their faces like one
kid with a better grade card than another
It was cool in the Tourist Relief Board office, with
the air conditioners and the mayor and the other
people in the county with official prestige that had to
be there Eunice was of course indignant with the
people there who had bought or had been elected to
their level of importance She spoke to them in curt
little sentences and made it a point to never look
them in the eye She was short of stature and always
had to I oak up for th is purpose and therefore
considered it degrading.
It was a bright blinking midmorning and the
mayor kept whispering to his wife (who was not a
member of the Colonel Lute Irvine Chapter because
her grandfather had been in the Union Army), and a
little boy with chocolate on his hands was peeking in
the big picture window in front of the office smearing
offensive looking streaks there that looked

Eunice Sparks, of all the ladies belonging to the
Melville (TN) Maiden Perpetrators of the Lost Cause
(Colonel Lute Irvine Chapter) had been chosen
chairwoman of the week for Melville's Out-of-State
Welcome Committee and Tourist Relief Board from
Harp County, Tennessee Eunice knew it was no small
honor, because there were all sorts of wealthy tourists
journeying southward toward Gatlinburg or Atlanta,
and without fail half a dozen of these cars would find
their wayward way off the main road through the
wilds of Harp County And this week, Eunice would
play the part of hostess representing all the people of
her fair county
Usually, any car bearing out-of-state license tags
would be pulled over to the side of the road by
Deputy Sheriff Lawson Nidiffer and if this car
happened to be the first out-of-state car stopped that
week, they would be given a tour of historic Melville,
and fed a big meal of barbecued spare-ribs (or
chicken's breast), cornbread, soupbeans, crisp fried
okra, spiced apples, coffee, and pecan pie with
whipped cream. Then, the tourists were given
directions back to the main highway, and from there
to continue to wherever it was they wanted to go.
But, if these out-of-state tourists weren't the first
car stopped that week, they were unceremoniously
ticketed, fined, relieved of $25.33 costs for squealing
their tires on a treacherous mountain curve where the
critical deputy waited, and then sent on their lost
way to find the main road as best they could. No one
in Harp County would deny that Deputy Sheriff
Lawson Nidiffer was a very important source of
revenue for his county
So, Eunice Sparks was an important person that
week in Melville even though her relevance on any
other was questionable She was a maiden lady of
sixty-six years and her father had made corporal
when he and Joe Johnston surrendered over in North
Carolina back in 18 and 65. It had been important
enough--the military career of Henry Sparks--to assure
Eunice's permanent selection as Secretary of the
Colonel Lute Irvine chapter, and, like the Papacy, the
only way she could forfeit her title was to die

disgustingly like he'd been handling feces instead of
the candy bar he was chewing. The mayor ran to the
door and sent the child along, Eunice noticed him
limping stiffly down the sidewalk with his hand down
the back of his trousers digging at some unearthly
monster that appeared to be eating him from the
inside out. She felt suddenly warm and nauseous,and
sat down in a fancy uncomfortable chair with red
trim where she thumbed through a pamphlet that
found itself in her hands suddenly like a sticky
reminder of yesterday's watermelon juice on a park
bench. The pamphlet welcomed her to Harp
County--A Good Place to Stay

Eunice's meteoric rise in the Society had been a result
of Attrition. The older girls, whose fathers had been
officers, had all died off, and the younger
"daughters" in the town seemed to show no interest
in the organization.
Eunice looked upon the younger generation of
girls as too caught up in boy chasing to realize the
importance of relevant undertakings. But at times,
even she remembered being young, and how it had
somehow forsaken her in the night, like a sweet
dream she wanted to remember but forgot when she
woke up. Jim, her servant and chauffeur, was all that
was left to her now, and he was colored. That, to her,
was the ironical slap in the face called life.

*****
Lawson Nidiffer was twenty-six years old and had
been a deputy for almost eight of those years. It
would have been really difficult to pick him out from
any other greaser because he never wore a uniform.
He usually sat in his cruiser alongside the mountain
highway that led into the county with his webbed
cowboy hat pulled down in his eyes which were
always hidden by a pair of pilot sunglasses. He always
wore a workshirt and faded bluejeans with his badge
pinned on the front of his hat, and a .38 hung
strapped to his right leg in a vaselined holster His
mouth always worked on a jawful of Red Man
chewing tobacco, and he always parked his car behind
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Ronstadt naked. He couldn't even picture her as
human He didn't think that anyone with a voice l i ke
hers could be human His wife had a voice which was
all too human But his woman had, after all, allowed
him to relieve his aggress ions the night before so he
was scarcely noticing the cars as they drove by Only
Linda Ronstadt's heavenly voice
"She's got to be a angel" he said to a small yel low
butterfly that lit on the poplar just across from his
window After it was struck , it trembled its wings as
the sins of mankind dripped off like maple syrup
drowning it in the sweetness.
*****

a big sign shaped like a pear and colored like a ham
shank. His line of vision toward the road was
unobstructed because he had bored a hole where the
marrow of the hambone was painted, and the sign a
tempting taste treat, hid the pig behind it. On the sign
was the slogan "Eat at the Ham House when you
visit Historic Melville--For REAL Southern
Hospitality!"
It was difficult to see Lawson Nidiffer in his car
even from the side of the road coming from Melville
where there were no obstructions. He stayed down in
the seat so that all that was to be seen from the side
of the road was his charred-red left arm resting out
the window Deputy Sheriff Nidiffer had had a
tapedeck installed in his car, and he always kept the
official radio turned off so it wouldn't disturb him.
This tended to displease the Sheriff who at times had
need to reach Nidiffer but the deputy was good at
what he did and his boss never said anything to him
about it.
Lawson spit out the window against the side of the
poplar upon which the sign was nailed, and watched
the slime run down the tree's side where much of his
juice had run in days gone by He squinted his eyes
toward the road through the core of the hambone
and slapped his tape into the player Lawson had only
one tape and he played it over and over again He
tapped his fingers on the steering wheel as Linda
Ronstadt told him that she thought she was going to
love him, for a long, long time He smiled sheepishly
to himself without moving his mouth when she said
it, and gripped the wheel tightly as he stretched the
kinks out.
His eyes kept looking for an out-of-s tate tag for
the Tourist of the Week. He hated the first of the
week when the summer came around and he had to
be nice to the people he stopped But he realized
after that one carload, he could return his attention
to the work at hand .
He watched the cars roll politely by, most of them
with Harp County designations on their tags, but even
the cars from two or three counties away knew better
than to squeal any tires on Nidiffer's Curve That's
what the people of the county called it. Lawson
Nidiffer would get very ,tchy inside whenever he
heard it referred to as that. It was a great thing for
him
He watched a blue coupe pass with the
eye-straining blue-green tags of Alabama, and then he
turned and spat on the tree and watched it race for
the ground. The mayor had made it perfectly clear
that this week a car from a far-off state was required
and Nidiffer knew that he would be irritated if he
were to come in leading another Alabama car
"We had one of them only three weeks ago," th e
mayor would probably whine If Nidiffer were to
bring in one from Virginia or North Carolin a or
Georgia, it would draw the same reaction
"A far-off one this time huh Nidiffer ?" the mayor
had told him . Nidiffer spat on the tree again and
closed his eyes trying to conjure up a vision of Linda

Ivan Walker his three ch ild ren wife dog, and his
son's pet alligator Alley were from New York with
the exception of Alley, and he was originally from
the Everglades And Ivan would be quick to add that
they were from Upstate New York even though they
only lived a mile out from the most remote suburb of
The City No New Yo rker I ked to admit being from
inside Th e Ci ty if he l ived on th e other side o f the
city limits sign he earned the right to be called an
Upstate New Yorker, and Ivan Walker claimed that
right.
The Walkers were on their way to New Orleans,
Louisiana to see the Mardi Gras, which unknown to
them had been held some months previous.
It had been, and from all indications, Ivan felt,
would continue to be a hectic trip. One of the k i ds
had developed a case of diarrhea necessitating a stop
at every other gas station His wife was forever
worrying that the young alligator would escape from
its shoebox travelling home, and she would ask the
boy concerning its present whereabouts every fifteen
seconds.
Ivan, to make matters worse, was anxiety-wracked
with paranoia. He'd heard about the South He'd had
friends tell him that they, for one, wouldn't stop at a
truckstop down THERE for fear of some hillbilly
seeing their New York plates and messing up their
cars while they were inside ea ting. One fr iend told
him that the shitkickers down there would beat up
every Yankee they saw, and rape the women and
children (regardless of sex) if they were liquored up
enough on white lightning mountain moonshine dew
He flinched every time one of them passed hini and
imagined a pistol sticking out of every car window
ready to take a shot at him and his loved ones. He
was really worried now that he had left Virginia and
civi li za tion and had entered Hillbilly Hell The
mountains wore him down with thei r constant
dipping and twi sting, and angered him with the way
they had of hiding every bit of road that lay ahead.
One of his little girls started crying and he told her to
shut her goddamed mouth before he beat the hell out
of her His wife frowned at him and asked their son
Sidney where the infernal reptile was.
Their 62 Chevy station -wagon crawled on the
curves and fled along the brief stretches of level road
with Ivan riding his brakes savagely on the turns. He
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a better view when the station -wagon h it the first
curve, missed the second only a few feet, and sailed
off over the gorge like some impossible aeromac hi ne
He watched it hang there in the air for the briefest of
instances, and then, as though it had considered its
ridiculousness and foolhardiness, it dipped down into
the trees at the foot of the gorge ripping them down
into stacks of firewood before finally entrenching
itself in the earth and serving as a torch for its
kindling.
Other people stopped and ran over to where
Lawson Nidiffer was watch ing the blaze with his hat
in his hand and his sunglasses pushed up on his
forehead. He suddenly real ized that Linda Ronstadt
was singing loudly behind h im echoing through the
mountains like a boy yelling an obscenity in church
on Sunday morning. Nidiffer ordered a boy standing
nearby to go over and turn her off
He watched the car burn ing deep at the foot of the
mountain and whistled one long awe-inspired blast
that scared or at least startled everyone near him.
They all stepped as ide when he returned to his cru iser
and switched on the two-way radio.

drove like he could outrun whatever evil was just at
the curve he raced through, and it was as though it
was never seen or known, but there nevertheless. He
saw the straight black arrow on the yellow sign
pointing horizonally, and he slowed to a sliding turn
around the next bend throwing the children into a
screaming twisted mass of arms and legs with one of
them crying that she had messed her pants . But Ivan
was passing a big sign with a p ink ham painted on it
and some words he could not read when the odor
reached his nostrils. He saw the man in the cruiser
look up at him as he passed, from under the cowboy
hat and pair of shades Ii ke Spencer Tracy used to
wear in those World War 11 flying pictures he made.
"Oh God, Ivan!" Walker's wife screamed amid the
confusion. "It's a highway patrolman and he's coming
out with his blue light on!"
"Jesus!" Ivan wheezed. "I've heard about these
speed traps these yokels lay just looking for an
out-of-state car! I'll have to try and lose him on these
curves!"
His wife trembled visibly
"But Ivan, he drives these mountains every day,
and you--"
"Shut your goddamn mouth and get back there
and change that brat's panties... I'm about to
goddamn choke!"
Ivan stomped the gas pedal hard and felt the big
engine race in response as the next curve came up
very quickly

**** *
Eun ice Sparks and the other Tourist Relief
Boarders were becoming increasingly impatient.
"Call him, Roy," the mayor kept tel li ng the
Sheriff, but the Sheriff would only shrug and look
down at his shoes. It was almost 6 p.m. and the spare
ribs (or chicken breasts) at the Ham House were
getting cold. No one knew what in the world Lawson
Nidiffer was doing. Everyone stood around
whispering to each other and looking at the big
Pepsi -Cola clock over the door, and Eun ice kept
rehearsing her speech ove r and over to herself Then,
the phone rang and the Sheriff whispered a few words
into it, rubbed his mouth after he hung up, and said
something into the Mayor's ear The mayor turned
pale, and he, the Sheriff, and several other me n ran to
the door and out to the ir cars.
Eunice looked up at them annoyed, grum blin g a
little when the Sheriff turned his siren on and pealed
up Main Street. Return ing to her speech , she crossed
over a word in the first sentence so th at it would
read, "Welcome to Melville, a ni ce place to visit,"
rather than "a nice place to stay ," like the pamphlet
had said. She didn't want a bunch of out-of-staters
thinking they were welcome to settle he re , and
besides, she told herself with a smile, I like the new
word better and I think it says in a better tone what I
would like to hear if I we re to be visi t ing Harp
County for the first time

*** **
Lawson Nidiffer couldn't believe his luck when he
pulled out after the car with the New York tags. He
tried to picture the glee and happiness the mayor
would display when he ushered the New Yorkers into
Melville . He watched the station -wagon yawl badly
into the next curve and speed up on the 100 feet of
straight road that lay before it. The blue light didn't
seem to be enough, so Nidiffer turned on his siren
and Linda Ronstadt up loud enough to be heard over
it. His cruiser roared out in a cyclone of dust and
gravels and soon he was less than two car-lengths
away from the New Yorker Nidiffer stayed close,
panicking only a bit at the speed they were taking
curves he had for eight years respected. Then, after a
few miles of foolishness, he let off his gas pedal when
he realized that the New Yorker was coming up on
the Devil's Curl, a series of tight curves which
succeeded each other in rapid order
But the New Yorker flew into them greedily All
Nidiffer could do was raise his shades so he could get

William D. Taylor, First Place Short Fiction

1974
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HATE SONNET, TO THE ALLEGED WITCH WHO MOVED FROM OUR
NEIGHBORHOOD WHEN I WAS TEN

The cedars now have crept into your yard
A bit afra id but eager more to peer
At such as lovers bu ild and cro nes discard,
They stand with each limb tensed, like deer
Your captive flow e rs sin ce have fled and lin e
Th e long black stre tch of road, possess it all
And on th e wa lk beneath your porchlight 's shine
The moth s. big as my hand when I was small
Prostr ate th e mse lves no more before your star
To be swep t out and fed upon by cats
Time heal s a ll wounds but deep wounds leave a scar
Old angers gnaw as stealthily as rat s
Lo ve binds itself with hope and dies 1n rags
But hatred dies as slow at least as hags
TONY CLARK - Special Prize

1979

IF
If I thought
for one tiny minute
that I could reach the stars
and walk on the clouds,
I'd stretch this mortal body
and extend every stiff joint
until my aching fingers
reached within inches
of the burning rays of the sun;
and my eyes would close against
the heat of that global inferno
and the vast expanse of black space around it.

But for lack of courage
I am forced to remain earthbound ,
restrained by chains of indecision and fear
If I don't climb, then I won 't fall.
-Nancy May

1975
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Photograph From

An Old Albutn
It would have been simpler if the father
had held the baby Then eyes wouldn't wander
between two separate pictures: the child,
unfocused in the foreground,
the man, distinct, at center right .
Proximity it seems was not their way
But surely this was meant to be
a picture of the baby The chair in which
they've set her is so huge, so immediate,
and such an effort has been made
at dressing her and dressing it:
she in white, with a collar that turns up
around her face like angel wings,
the chair, with a lace-edged blanket draped
like an enormous sleeping cat across the back.
Yet the child looks out in fuzzy shock,
while the father behind a picket fence
of weathered or never painted wood
stares firmly past the camera one elbow on the gatepost,
one hand on his hip. To him belong
the elements of composition,
the grays and browns,
the house with crooked shutters,
the grassless yard, the fence;
While for the child sprung from
that improbable chrysalis, there is only
this one poised moment in late day sun,
as unaware she looks beyond, then fades
beneath her father's heavy signature.

Greta Talton
1984
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PLACE

guilt in a rear view mirror

the dead squirrel
the way my dad does

lay on his stomach
on sunday morning

the killer was unconcerned

hurrying

i don't expect you to understand my guilt
i said. "damn it"
quickly
without time to feel
hurrying

DONNIE COLLETTE

First Place. Poetry

1981

DETROIT
I never saw any old people
they must have been hiding
in those little white houses
with well kept lawns.
I wonder who mowed their lawns
and swept away the gray snow
that lay on from November to February
probably some grandson
who hated the chore,
but what are grandsons for?
I never saw old people in the stores
even at the magazine racks
where they should have been.
Pam said one lived next door
but I never saw him.

by Randy Mitchell
Second-Place Poem
1976
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EASTER SHOES

'Walt here." Sally said as she went around
the house. She opened the door to the root
cellar and felt her way through the darkness. She found the potato bin and felt out
two large. firm Irish potatoes. As she came
back around the house, she stopped at the
rain barrel and washed them. Her brother
had waited nervously for her return : he
did not like to be away from her

"What are you going to be when you grow
up, Mark?"
They were waiting on the front steps for
their mother to come and get them. To
pass the time, they had beeri picking ticks
off the dog's back and smashing them on
the cracked concrete. It had become a
contest to see who could leave the largest
red spot. The noise of the fight within the
house drifted out In varying Intensity.
There seemed to be a lull at this moment.

"Here," she said as she handed him the
largest one. They sat there and crunched
the potatoes.

"I don't know I guess I'd like to work
moonshine," her brother answered slowly.
Although he was two years older. she had
always been the boss of their sibling partnership.

Sometime during the day. their father had
come by and had joined in the drinking.
He was more of a singer than a fighter
when he drank. Strands of "A tisket. a
tasket, a brown and yellow basket" floated
to them on the porch .

"Moonshine! Just listen In there and tell
me that you want to be a part of that mess.
How could you think such a thing?" Even
at eight years old, she felt that she had
seen enough fighting and drunks to last
her a lifetime.

"Dad's feeling good." She bl tan eye out of
the potato and spit it on the ground.
'Yep."
The children had never been included in
any of the fights. They had only watched
and listened . Sally was troubled because
just last week she had seen her Uncle Jack

Before Mark could answer their grand mother's voice came out to them. "Oh God.
Bill. you're breaking my arm! For God's
sake let me go!" They heard a dull thud as
something large hit the wall. The fighting
had been going on most of the day

take a drunken swing at Mark. She was
afraid that now that Mark was growing
taller he would soon be Included In this
grown-up world. She knew that she would
kill Jack If he ever hit her brother She
would follow him with her daddy's pistol
until he passed out. She would wake him
just long enough for him to recognize her.
and then she would blow him to Hell. It
was important to her that her brother
survive. She knew that he could not do
that without her

Mark looked wounded as he tried to explain his reasoning: 'Well. the way I see it
is that Grandmother says that we never
have any money because Granddaddy or
Jack or Daddy spends it on moonshine. so
if I go Into the business we can keep the
money I wouldn't charge for us.just everybody else."
His logic was sound, and she nodded
approval. His face lit as he saw her eyes.

"Sally what would you buy with a million
dollars?"

"Jack, put down that butcher knife! No.
stop! Why do you do this to your mama?"
The flgh Ung had moved to the room closer
to them agal n. and they could hear their
grandmother's sobs.

"Oh," she thought slowly, 'Td buy a house
for you and me and Mama to live In. It
would be in the city. and Mama wouldn't
have to work in the factory anymore. She
could just stay home and take care of us.
And I would buy her a pretty new car and
us two beautiful black stallions to ride
around the yard. And we would go to a city
school. and in the summer we would and
see and eat everything. And I'd buy lots of
store clothes with fancy shoes to match
every outfit."

Early In the day she had begged Jack not
to give whiskey to his father When she
saw her failure, she dressed the children
early and had set them outdoors. As usual.
they had orders not to breathe a word of
this to their mother when she came.
They had been there several hours when
they realized that they would not get any
lunch.
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was the newest that the children had ever
ridden in. Sally was especially proud of the
fact that her mother could drive as she
watched her tum in the driveway
"Hi, you two. did you think that I wasn't
coming?"

As she had talked. he had closed his eyes
and had become a part of her dream. He
was leaving a beautiful home to go the the
city school. From his prancing stallion. he
waved lovingly to his mother as she blew
him a kiss from the doorway He was
dressed in clothes that they had seen in
the Sears catalog. When Sally said "shoes."
his face broke into a grin.

"No ma'am. we were just passing time on
the steps. Grandmother said to say 'Hi' "
Sally studied- her picture-pretty mother
While settling in the car she wondered If
there had ever been a time in her life when
her mother had hugged and kissed her as
Sally had seen other mothers do with their
young. Sally could never remember the
feel of her mother's touch.

"Ha. if you had a million dollars. you'd
spend it all to buy a million shoes just like
those!" he pointed jokingly
"No." she answered slowly "there can't be
no other shoes like these anywhere in the
world." She rotated her feet slowly so that
the sunlight danced on her toes. The
shoes had been an Easter present from
her mother They were white leather with
a small pink rose on each side. They were

·well. have you two had lunch yet?"
"Yes ma'am. Grandmother fixed us a nice
lunch of chicken and potatoes. We were
going to bring you some but they was all
gone." Sally watched her brother's eyes
widen at her lie. It was important to Sally
that her mother spend as little money as
possible on them. Someday p,e rhaps. she
would have saved enough to keep them
with her

the only new things that she ever remembered owning. and to her they were the
most beautiful shoes in the world. She
had only worn them a dozen times. and
each time. they had become uncomfortably
tighter This morning she had refused to
allow her grandmother to split the sides so
that her too-wide foot could slide inside.
She just pushed until it fit: a stranger
would hardly notice her hobble. Although
it was already late October these were still
her only pair of shoes. There just had not
been enough money to buy school shoes.
and none of the neighbors had noticed to
give them any. They were fortunate that
the fall had been mild. All of the other
children had been coming to school barefooted. too.

··were. they were all gone:· her mother
corrected her "What is wrong with your
grandmother? Isn't she correcting your
English anymore? She knows that I don·t
want you raised like two backwoods hillbillies."
"oh yes ma·am. she's always on to us
about our talking. I guess I'm just slow to
learn . but I try· I really do. Why just this
morning she had to tell me a thousand
times to stop saying ain"t. Ijust can 't seem
to quit it." It was important to both Sally
and Mark that their mother like their
grandmother They could not understand
the deep-rooted hate that seemed to exist
between the two women.

Sally knew where her grandmother's
money went. but some ti mes when she was
alone. she would question her mother·s
money Etgh ty-five cents an hour sounded
like a lot of m61:1ey to Sally Her mother wa:s
always telling them that it was not easy for
a divorced woman to make it alone. and
that it would be impossible with the two of
them. Since her mother's parents still had
five children of their own at home. it was
only natural that Sally and Mark live with
their father·s family Sally liked that better
anyway because every time that she had
visited her other grandparents. her grand father had preached to them about the
evils of alcohol and tobacco. She knew that
they all went to church all of the time to
hear a preacher who spent long hours
preaching about the same. She liked it
here better

The rest of the trip was made without
conversation. The .children sat in their
mother·s apartment while she returned
the neighbor·s keys. Sally glanced lovingly
at a small record player on an end table.
She knew that she could not touch it
without her mother·s permission. She
remembered loving the music machine
before she could read the labels on the
records. She had used the colors of the
labels to find her favorite. "The Yellow
Rose of Texas:· and had played it until her
mother had finally destroyed the record.
Sally knew all the words but did not dare
sing the song
around her mother
"Now. let me get a good look at you two,"
their mother bustled into the room. "Someone special is coming over tonight. and I
want yo.u to look especially nice. Mark.

Finally their mother came into view She
had borrowed a neighbor's car to come
and get them. It was not a new car but it
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your pants are a little short. but It's too
late to let them down now." She did not
seem to notice that they had been let down
beyond the limit.

Mark's eyes filled as he searc hed his
sister's soul. He could not move.
"It's all right. Go ahead," Sally managed to
whisper

Sally's eyes followed her mother's survey
of her brother He cringed under the Inspection. She knew that she had to say
something before he started crying.

"Of course It's all right. Mark. You know
where the store Is. You've been there
before. It's about time you learned to go
places on your own. Now. don·t forget the
change." Her extending arm moved closer
to him.

"Hasn' t Mark grown a lot this year?
Grandmother said that she's going to
have to tie a brick on his head to slow him
down."

Mark still could not move. He knew that he
should not cry. but he did not know how to
stop the water

Mark seemed to relax at the thought of
wearing a brick.

Sally straightened and took a deep breath.

"Yes. you both seem to be shooting up.
Sally. now let me get a look at you."

"Really. It's OK. In fact. I was just thinking
this morning how pretty these shoes would
be If they was -- were -- black. That way I
could seem them In the snow Really. I
was." She forced a smile that he easily saw
through.

Sally jumped to her feet and turned in a
graceful ballerina twirl. She was proud of
her not-too-worn dress.
"Good grleflWhat is that old woman thinking about? White shoes -- it's October
almost November and she sent you out in
white shoes? Is she trying to make a fool of
me?"

He knew that she was lying. and he knew
that she was doing It for him. He knew
that he would have to buy the dye.
'Well. they're going to be brown. Black
would never do with that dress. Will you
get going. Mark? I want you both to be
ready when John gets here. You'll both like
John. He works at a newspaper !want you
both to be especially nice when he gets
here. Now hurry. And don·t forget the
change: · She thrust the money Into Mark"s
unwilling hand.

Sally froze in mid-tum. She could not
understand her mother·s horror She wailed for some type of revelation to come to
her Mark's mouth hung open as h e eyed
her
"These are the shoes you sent me for
Easter Don't you remember. Mama?
They're my favorite pair I thought that
you would like to seem them on me." She
waited for the gloom to pass from her
mother's face.

He slowly pulled himself to his feet. Sally
felt a need to hug him -- to tell him that she
would forgive him.

"Easter shoes In October? That's ridiculous. Well. I can't afford to buy you a new
pair We will just have to dye these." She
grabbed her purse from the couch and
began digging Into It.

"Maybe I should go with him -- to make
sure he doesn·t forget the change?"
"No, he's a big boy now He can manage on
his own. Besides. we need to damp curl
your hair Who in the world has been
c utting on It? It looks terrible." She turned
and walked toward the bathroom for a
comb.

"Dye them! But these are my favorite
shoes. I don't want them dyed. I like them
white." Sally felt the tears choking In her
throat. She could not allow herself to cry. If
she cried. her mother would hate her for
being a spoiled brat and would never want
them to live with her If she cried. Mark
would fall apart -- she could see the signs
already -- and her mother would hate him
for being weak and afraid. She could not.
would not. cry.

Sally smiled at her brother She quickly
pressed his hand and kissed his cheek.
"It's all right." she whispered to Mark as
s he turned to follow her mother 'Yes," she
said aloud . "Grandmother had a flt when
s he saw how that lady scalped me this
time. A regular flt. But you know how It Is
with paid people nowadays. Nobody wants
to work. Everbody wants things for free.
No. No one seems to realize how hard you
have to work to get what you want."

"Here. here's twenty dollars. Mark. take
this note down to the store on the corner
and give It to Mr Peters. Mr Peters now no
one else.and wait for him to give you some
shoe dye and the change. Don·t forget the
change: · His mother paused for him to
take the money and the note.
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stern as doom
sad as redemption
black crooked teeth
long-boned hands
clay of Eden clinging to their nails
weighting the dancing feet
no salvation can cleanse,
their guilt unrelinquished
guarded with fierce jealousy
They cry
" Save me, Lord
but don 't make me see
don ' t set me free ,
all I know is my misery
and any changes frighten me."
The ghost of the mistletoe
and the stained standing stones
is their Holy Spirit
the music their torture and release
no ease from the hammering strings
no comfort
high thin passion
dormant longings stirred
and forever unfulfilled
bluegrass
as close as they get to the golden streets
and the long forgotten groves
and those sweet gates they long to pass
1n peace, at last.

Bluegrass pounds through their veins
atavistic child
of inbred Celtic blood
reed and drum
to gut and string
wailing , beating in the night
high lonesome sound
sucking at their marrow
feet moving in ancient rhythm
shuffle and buck
it gets in your soles
shuffle and stamp
and burns til it' s out
buck and jab and Kentucky cross--fiddlers standing where two roads
meet at midnight
dark men , shadowed by oak
waiting, waiting for the power
that sings from the fiddles
and leaps from the banjos
sparks of fever
from a dark , distempered fire
long lit
long smouldering
long and long and long
in dying out.
Angular faces
gaunt
hollowed by the darkness
that eats away their souls

AMY TIPTON
1977
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OCTOBER DUSK

the evening dark
falls all around me
its warm breath
casts a shadow on my face
sitting on my front steps
I am a candle flame
drawing moths and mosquitoes
holding the moments in my cupped hands
he sits quietly by me
memories of the day's work
swift moving color shared
like fall leaves in the yard
the potatoes from the garden
lie scattered in the grass
tomorrow we will sort them
and store them for winter
his hand rests on my neck
as he slowly stands
he offers the other dirty hand
to help me up
our eyes meet in the fading light
we go inside
surrendering to night
the smell of earth still strong

ME

iam
feather pillows
port wine cheese
rook to a thousand
old movies
mayonnaise
likeable but not loveable
folk
confused about things that don't really matter
cereal and milk
the last of the romantics
hard to live with
easy to talk to
strawberries
a minor poet
Kools
a night person
antiques
Vonnegut and Brautigan
nature
a borrower
me.

RITA S. QUILLEN

First Place, Poetry
1982

-Bob Caronna

1975
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Alligator Shoes

A

th e m o n the fl oor as she sq uatted
beside Mrs. Sim pson 's fee t . " I
b rought t he nex t si ze up, too," she
sa id . " Ju st in case These shoes
run a little s mall. "
" I've never wore a size ten in
my li fe . M y He rman says m y fee t
are the b iggest thing abo ut me,
b ut I've never h ad to go to a size
ten ." She p ushed her foo t down
in to the shoe It was much ti ghter
t han the o ne she had fo und o ut
o n the table " Are yo u sure yo u
gave me th e right o ne?"
" Yes ma'am . It says nine and a
h alf ri ght here o n "the box."
" Let me see t hat." She read the
num bers and words sta m ped o n
th e end of the box. " It d oes n 't say
one thing abo ut wh ere these sh oes
were m ade. They' re no t an y of
those fo reign-made affairs, are
they?"
' 'No m a'am. America n all the
way Bo th so les and uppers."
" Yes, I see." She handed the
box back to the wo man and bent
over to p ull the sh oe off her foo t .
" If there's o ne thing I ca n 't
stand --" sh e straightened up and
ca u ght h e r breath , th en we nt o n
talking "--it 's to bu y a new pa ir o f
sh oes and get ho me and find o ut
they were mad e in H o ng Ko ng o r
T aiwan o r some o th er god fo rsa ken p lace." She rubbed her
fin ger down o ne side o f the sh oe
fee ling of the ridges . " I may no t
be ab le to bu y th e best , b ut I
d o n 't have to b u y the cheapest
neither Th ese are good shoes? "
" Yes m a'a m . The top of o ur
line."
Mrs. Sim pso n scratched her
fingernail alo ng the lines of the
grain . " W ell , I d o like the m well
eno ugh , b ut are you sure they' re
good sh oes?"
" H o ney, yo u d o n 't h ave to take
m y word fo r it . Just as k that girl
ove r there." Sh e mo ti o ned to ward
th e clerk who was filin g her
fingernails, her h and propped up

s soo n as sh e slipped th e
sh oe o n h er foo t Mrs.
Sim pso n knew th at she
was as good as th e wo men she saw
b u ying Aigners an d Life Stri des at
Park -Belk and Mille r-Rh oads.
" Loo k at m y bea uti fu l go lde n
lilies," sh e sa id to herse lf
"Golde n lili es" was a p hrase she
had learned fr om th e n ove l she
was read ing. Th e o nl y thing th at
she had gotte n o ut of th e boo k
was th at it was abo ut co mmunism
and C hin ese wo me n wh o bo und
their fee t to m ak e the m sm all.
Mrs. Si m pson 's feet were size nine
a nd o ne- h alf's, b ut th e alligato r
sh oes m ade th e m loo k three sizes
s maller She especiall y lik ed th e
cu t of th e shoe It was high
en o ugh to h elp hi de th e
beginnings of th e b lue cords that
ro lled alo ng th e top of her fee t
and cl im bed u p th e sides of h er
legs, and yet curvy en o ugh to keep
t he sh oes fro m loo king lik e they
had bee n made for o ld wo men .
Sh e sli pped off t he sh oe and
held it close in fr o nt of h er face
Th e way th at th e store lights were
tinted, th e sh oe d id indeed look
go lde n.
"Coul d I help yo u with th at,
ma 'a m ?" A wo m an in a white
pa nt suit had wa lked u p beside
Mrs. Sim pso n and was looking
down at h er na ked foo t , th e n u p
at the sh oe in he r han d.
" Yes yo u cou ld," Mrs. Si m pson
sa id. " Yo u co ul d help me fin d this
sh oe 's m ate" Sh e dropped the
sh oe in to th e wo man 's pa lm . " I've
sea rch ed all over this tab le a nd it's
n ow here to be fo un d."
" W e just pu t o ut o ne o f eac h .
Saves co nfusio n . Yo u kn ow what
I mea n . Keeps ladies fro m fighting
over th e sa me pa ir Yo u just take
a sea t ove r th ere and I'll be r ight
bac k "
T he wo ma n bro ught bac k t wo
brown a nd white boxes an d set
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bouncing it against his legs.
"They' re genuine alli gator, yo u
kn ow''
He puffed out hi s lower lip as
he exami ned the shoes. "Nice," he
sa id
"Yes they are Aren't they
love ly " Each word was spread
o ut like a wad of dough being
spread thin for a cru st
She took off first one s hoe then
the o ther , ho lding each up to the
light to exa mine it "They do look
greener, th o ugh "she said
"W hat was that?" Mr Si mpso n
unrolled the paper and was
turning to the soc iet y page
"Green," she sa id "They're
green now, but when I bought
th em the y we re a lovel y go ld , as
gold as su nshine on a utumn
leaves." She loo ked to see if he
had noticed th e c leve r way she
had used the la nguage, but of
co urse he had not
He folded the newspaper into
qua rters and tapped hi s finger
aga inst the picture of a bride
"Did yo u see thi s piece aho ut that
woman in Ga lax who married the
co llege professor? It says here
s he 's the d a ughter of Ma nford
Scott That's not the Manford
Scott we know . is it 1 I hea rd his
d a ughter run off with the
Methodi st preacher not long ago."
"Manford's got two gi rl s, she
said as she tucked th e shoes back
into the box and pulled th e white
paper around the m . "It's his
youngest that's getting married.
Eliza, I believe is her nam e "
"That's her It says here, Eliza
Louise Scott. That's the one." He
began reading out loud and didn't
even notice that she was leaving
the room .
Mrs. Simpson carried th e shoes
to the closet in the spare bedroom
and slid them onto the top shelf
where she hid her jewelry box and
photo albums.

on the cash register "She bought
a pair way back in the spring
before th ey were marked down
and she says they' re the most
comfortable thing she's ever had
on."
"ls that so! I never was one to
go buying off a bargain table, but I
never did like to pass up a good
deal neither "
As soon as she got home the
first thing Mrs. Simpson did was
to try on the new shoes for
Herman . As usual, he was
stretched out on the couch with a
newspaper spread over his chest
like a dirty blanket. Ever since he
had retired six months ago he had
th e habi t of lo unging o n the couc h
for the biggest part of th e day
while she took ca re of th e
impo rtant thin gs such as clea nin g
the house and ironing his
und e rwea r
" Look what I got in town,"she
sa id She didn't say "golden lili es"
because the last time th at she had
tried o ut a ne w word o n him, he
had acc used her of getting above
her raisi ng. He see med to think
th at being poor mean t th at you
weren't supposed to lea rn new
things.
"You wouldn't believe what I
paid for these " She raised o ne
heel off th e fl oor and pivoted h er
foot fr o m side to sid e "Aren't
the y love ly? Guess how littl e th ey
cos t , Herm an, just guess."
Mr . Simpso n rolled ove r on hi s
side , then sa t up, sc rubbin g hi s
feet aga inst the ca rpet "H o w
mu ch ?" He clea red hi s nose,
ma king a so und that was between
a sniff and a snort It was a so und
that usuall y mad e her grit her
teeth , but this time she ignored it.
"No. You guess."
"Ok ay Let's say fifteen bu cks."
" No t even close "
"Eighteen-fifty "
"Wrong aga in "
"I give up ."
" Yo u wouldn't believe me if I
to ld yo u "
"Probably not ." He folded the
paper, th e n rolled it into a bat,

The first time that she wore the
shoes was one Saturday before
Christmas when Lucille dragged
her to th e mall for a last round of
sh opp ing. She wouldn't have
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they' re u p to," Mrs. Simpson
said . " H ere, you wat-ch my
packages while I'm gone " She
dropped the bags o n the bench
beside Lucille and walk ed awa y,
her hee ls clicking aga inst the hard
fl oor

worn the sh oes then except that
Lucille would be leaving fo r
Flo rida in two mo re weeks, and it
might be the last cha nce she
would h ave to show off her new
shoes before spring.
Mrs. Simpson had to co m pla in
three times that her feet were
killing her before Lucille ever said
anything about the shoes. Then all
that she said was, " You shou ld
have known better th an to wear
new shoes o n a day lik e today "
''But don't yo u think they' re
just lovely?" Mrs. Simpson as ked
' 'They' re rea l alligato r, you
know"
Lucille wasn't listening to her
She was watching a cluster of
yo ung people who were huddling
around a booth where the
Salvati o n Arm y usually stayed
during the h o lidays. " Isn 't that
Thelma Bishop's granddaughter
over there?" Lucille asked,
po inting toward a girl in a black
T -shirt pulled down tight over her
breasts and stretched o ut over her
hi ps. The nam e Thelma always
made Mrs. Simpson think of
thimble , but there was nothing
thimble-like about the girl in
black .
"What d o you suppose they 're
representing?" Mrs. Simpson
asked.
"It's certainly no t the Salvation
Arm y, I can tell you that," Lucille
said . "Did you ever see the like in
all your life? Poor Thelma! I bet it
just kills h er to have a granddaughter turn o ut lik e that . She
was always such a god-fearing
woman."
"If you'd had children of your
o wn, you'd be a little mo re
understanding. It's a p hase they all
go through ."
"Well, I wo uldn 't be caught
dead kno wing a granddaughter o f
mine was laying around with a
bunch like that." Lucille hugged
her packages to her bosom and
backed down onto a bench that
was pushed back between two
plastic palm trees.
"I'm going to find out what

T en minutes later sh e came
back and sat down "J ust another
o n e of those fund drives by the
college kids," she sa id . "I forget
what they called it So mething like
'Save the Whale,' but that's not it
exactl y Sa me sort of thing
though "
Lucille grunted. " Fool ishness is
what I'd call it O utright
foo lishness . I've n o t got time to
worry m yself with suc h no nsense
Come o n , let 's go to Sea rs. I heard
they' re having a sa le o n gi rdles,
and mine's lost all of its control."
Sh e stuc k her thumb unde r the
waistband of her skirt and moved
her hand across her sto mach.
"Let me rest m y feet fo r a wh ile
first ," Mrs. Simpson sa id . " They
rea lly are killing me " She took
o ff o ne of her shoes and rub bed
her foot against the back of her
leg.
She didn't n o tice the girl until
she was already standing in front
o f he r She was holding Mrs.
Simpson 's alligator shoe in the
palm of her han d lik e it was a
head of lettuce sh e was testing fo r
weight.
" This woman's sh oes a re
yacare," sh e sa id to the sm all
group who h ad gathered around
her "I tho ught it was yacare when
she was sta nding over there
watching us. Can you believe this
woman!"
"I to ld you they were good
shoes," Mrs. Simpson whispered
to Lucille She looked d own at the
girl's sh oes. They were the type of
sh oes that o nl y poor farm ers
wore Sh e felt embarrassed fo r t he
girl at first fo r no t having an ything
b etter to wear , b ut th en sh e
re membe red that all young people
wore that sort of thing.
The girl took Mrs. Simpson's
sh oe and dashed over to the group
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of students who were now waving
placards which read
ENDANGERED SPECIES:
WHAT CAN YOU DO TO
HELP?
"Yacare," Mrs . Simpson said.
"Isn't that a lovely name I knew
they were good shoes the first
time I laid eyes on them ."
"If I were you," Lucille said, "I
wo uld be trying to get my shoe
back instead of sitting there .raving
about how good it is."
"She ' ll bring it back . You know
how girls are about clothes and
shoes." She laughed because she
didn't want Lucille to know that
she was worried. She was trying to
decide whether or not she should
get up and go after the girl when a
young man with a burnt-red beard
touched her elbow and said,
"Excuse me, ma'am, but
sometimes my students become
overly zealous in their
enthusiasm." He used her shoe as
a pointer, indicating the group of
students who were now staring at
them . "I'm afraid Estelle mistook
this fo r yacare. I hope you'll
forgive us for any inconvenience."
He placed the shoe beside her

Luc ille stood up , smoothing her
skirt a nd patting her sto m ac h " I
guess th a t will teac h yo u to wear
new shoes o n a d ay like tod ay,"
she sai d
"Yes, I guess it will," Mrs .
Simpso n sa id Her mouth was dr y
a nd tas ted lik e dirty rags . "You go
o n and see about that new girdle
I'll meet yo u at the ca r "
"Suit yo urse lf" Lu cille
gathered up her packages and left
without once looking hack
For a long time Mrs. Simpso n
co uldn't ta ke her eyes off the
shoe . It wa s like they were a pair
of m agnets which wouldn't turn
her loose " M y golden lilies," she
sa id outloud "M y dear sweet
golden lilies." Her feet twitched as
she sa id the word s. " Who cares if
I'vegot big feet!" She squeezed
her eyes shut and waited until she
found the strength to sta nd
When she opened her eyes the
first thing she sa w directly
in front
of her wa s the shoe store that the
midget owned She had never set
foot in th e store and she had
sworn to Lu c ill e th at she never
would The midget so ld the
cheapest-m ade shoes in town --th e
type of shoes th at people on
welfare bought Mrs . Simpson
rammed her feet deeper into her
shoes and sta lked into the
midget' s sto re
"I want a ni ce pair of patent
leathers, " she to ld him
He so ld her a skimpy pair of
plastic patent leather sa nd a ls
which pinched her fee t when she
walked As she pushed her old
shoes into a tras h ca n. she tried to
think of wh at she would tell
Herman Her fingers accidentally
dipped into a ha lf-empty ca n of
Coke Carefully, she dri ed her
finger s o n a dirty napkin which
she had found in the trash can and
decided th at she wouldn't tell him
anything.

swollen foot.
Mrs . Simpson liked the way the
young man talked "Yacare Is
that a good brand name?" she
asked.
The man laughed and Mrs.
Simpson laughed with him
"Y acare is an endangered spec ies
o f crocodile," he said.
"Yes, of co urse" Mrs . Simpson
chuckled "That poo r dear girl
mis took my alligator s hoes for
crocodile, is th at it?"
"Something like th a t. Some of
these imitati o ns a re very good.
So metimes it' s even hard for me
to tell th e differen ce But I didn't
have any trouble with thi s o ne"
"Imitation?" Mrs . Simpson aid
the word so so ftl y that the yo ung
m a n did no t hear her
"Well, if you'll excuse me "
Hi s words intermingled with the
underc urrent of babbling voices,
a nd he drifted bac k to hi s
students.

Judy K. Miller
1984
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1t/:'
PLACE

GLENN MILLER'S AIRPLANE

Salt water soaked and rusted ,
so that only the fuselage
and tail remain , waiting silent,
under the ocean . The wreckage
of Glenn Miller ' s airplane.
I hope they never find the airplane, and Glenn Miller
strapped in his seat.
The trombones and the saxophones ,
people killed and women cried,
thirty years of tourists in ships
Over the spot where the big bands
died .
Sometimes I want to go back,
to be there with Glenn and
his big band ,
To serenade the fighting troops ,
Christmas shows in France , England.
Over the Channel from England,
never to be seen again .
Kalamazoo and string of pearls
One o'clock jump through my head
And we could ride a Chattanooga
Choo-Choo , if Glenn Miller
wasn't dead.

-Steve Callaway

1975
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